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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Feasibility Study provides an analysis of potential trail route options and establishes a recommended
alternative for a multiuse trail extending from the existing Columbia Greenway Rail Trail north to Southampton
Road (Route 10/202) above Interstate 90 (I-90). The Massachusetts Department of Transportation is
constructing a shared use path along the west side of Southampton Road to which the Study trail will connect.
The primary goals for the trail are to expand safe and comfortable options for active transportation in Westfield
while helping to fill a missing link in a regional trail route that extends from Northampton, MA south to New
Haven, CT.
This study was initiated by the City of Westfield Engineering Department and Friends of the Columbia
Greenway Rail Trail. The project is funded in large part by MassTrails and by the City of Westfield.

Study Area Opportunities & Constraints
The study area lies north of the Westfield River and includes off-road dam and green space opportunities plus
historical sights such as a historic arch under a bridge. However, trail alternatives are highly constrained by the
active Pioneer Valley Railroad running north-south through roughly the middle of the study area, with an active
railyard on the southern end of the line. An additional large constraint is I-90, which runs east-west in the upper
third of the study area. Both the railroad and interstate heavily guide feasible route options.

Evaluation & Preferred Route
The study identifies the opportunities and constraints of three alternatives, Routes A, B, C. All routes were
evaluated in terms of connectivity, constructibility, safety, user experience, and permitting.
Route A is a northwest to northeast route that runs both on- and off-street. Route A was recommended as the
preferred route by the project team based on the comparative evaluation. Route A is also preferred by the City
and the public as it provides the strongest connection to open space and between dense residential areas and
schools. Route B runs along the railroad and was deemed not feasible by Pioneer Valley Railroad due to the
lack of space against an active rail line. Route C runs east before turning north. Route C was not preferred by
the public as it lies entirely on-road and has no connections through open space.

Preferred Route Implementation Considerations
This Study is initiating a process that will necessarily involve more analysis, stakeholder and public
engagement, and route refinement given the complexities and constraints of the project area. The preferred
route includes a steep climb and route along an embankment in the proximity of the railyard. It also includes an
alignment over Powdermill Brook Dam, which is undergoing rehabilitation as part of a separate project. Finally,
the route crosses I-90 along the side of a Pioneer Valley Railroad underpass in a highly constrained area. Each
of the above-mentioned constraints require engineering analysis and further coordination with stakeholders.

Further Study above I-90
This Study established a route through a neighborhood above I-90, and during a public meeting, residents
expressed heavy opposition to the recommended alignment. Given the constraints of this Study, the preferred
route is considered undetermined north of I-90, and the Study recommends further study of other route
options. Coordination with residential abutters is essential to establishing a preferred route in this area.
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CONTEXT & GOALS

1

The City of Westfield is seeking to construct a multiuse trail extending from the existing Columbia Greenway
Rail Trail north to Southampton Road (Route 10 / 202) above I-90. The trail will be part of a growing City
network of shared use paths and bike lanes that expand safe and comfortable options for active transportation
in Westfield. The trail will also serve as a connector helping to fill a missing link in a regional trail route
that extends from Northampton, MA south to New Haven, CT. This feasibility study is an early step toward
implementation of the trail connector.

PROJECT PURPOSE & BACKGROUND
The purpose of this feasibility study is to provide an analysis of potential trail route options, establish a
recommended alternative, and provide the cost and implementation steps needed to advance the trail toward
next stages of planning and design. The study identifies the opportunities and constraints of various route
alternatives and a recommended alignment in terms of connectivity, constructibility, safety, user experience,
and permitting. The study is also initiating a process that will necessarily involve more analysis, stakeholder
and public engagement, and route refinement given the complexities and constraints of the project area.
This study was initiated by the City of Westfield Engineering Department after collaboration and route
exploration with the Friends of the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail, who have been seeking a way to extend
the Columbia Greenway north of the Westfield River. The project is funded in large part by MassTrails, an
interagency initiative of the Commonwealth led by the Governor’s Office in collaboration with the Executive
Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT), and the
Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR). MassTrails funding is administered by DCR. The City of
Westfield also provided funding for this project.

PROCESS OVERVIEW
This section summarizes the steps of the project process to analyze route alternatives, engage with the
community and stakeholders, and establish a preferred route. The latter chapters of this final report provide
details for implementation of the preferred route.

Existing Conditions
The project team first conducted an assessment of existing conditions by visiting the site area with City of
Westfield staff and documenting the study area with photos, measurements, and notes. This field visit helped
establish an understanding of existing cross sections and infrastructure and topographical constraints. The
project team also used the visit to identify opportunity areas, such as access to unique open spaces. A desktop
review of geospatial data was conducted to identify local demographic, traffic safety, and infrastructure context.
The review located utility poles and drainage infrastructure that would affect construction cost, timeline, and
stakeholder coordination. Environmental data was mapped to identify environmental constraints and permitting
requirements.

Route Evaluations
With an understanding of existing conditions, the project team evaluated three separate routes in detail and
ruled out a fourth. The evaluations were based off a set of criteria agreed upon by the consultant and the City,
which are detailed in the “Route Alternatives & Evaluation” on page 20. The project team also contacted
Pioneer Valley Railroad concerning two of the routes to get the railroad’s sense of feasibility and understand
their concerns and constraints. The railroad ruled out one option (Route B), which is described in “Route
Alternatives & Evaluation” on page 20. Public feedback was sought on a portion of the evaluation criteria
and their importance to the public plus how well the route alternatives met the criteria.
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Preferred Route Development
A recommended route was developed out of the route evaluation and second public survey, described
below and in “Appendix A” on page 63. The recommended route was explored in more detail in terms of
constructibility. As the route involves some portions of rail line or rail yard, the project team provided more
detailed information to Pioneer Valley Railroad to describe the route and clarify needs and issues. Route cross
sections and intersection concepts were developed to further understand constraints and opportunities, and
a cost estimate was developed according to segments of the route. This information is provided under the
“Preferred Route & Next Steps” on page 38.

Engagement
Three public meetings and two surveys were conducted over the course of the project so that Westfield
residents and other potential users of the trail could provide feedback, ask questions, and express concerns.
Meetings were advertised through: the City website, twitter account, flyers (posted/emailed for the first and
third meetings), email via the Friends of the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail, and letters to abutters for the third
meeting. The meetings were held virtually over Zoom on the following schedule:
1st:

November 17, 2021 - initial meeting to discuss the project and existing conditions

2nd: January 19, 2022 - meeting to discuss route alternatives, opportunities and constraints, and the 		
				preferred alternative recommendation
3rd:

February 22, 2022 -

meeting to summarize the project and next steps

In all three meetings the City gave a short welcome before Toole Design gave a presentation, each
approximately 20 minutes long. Discussion periods were then held where meeting attendees could virtually
raise their hand and speak. Each discussion was held in an open format, with Toole Design staff calling on
the next person in line. Several people spoke more than once to respond to what others had said. While the
first two meetings were approximately 1.5 hours long, with all who wanted to comment able to do so, the last
meeting extended to 2 hours to give everyone time to speak. The first and second meetings were attended by
approximately 50 people, and the third meeting was attended by approximately 80 people.
Surveys were released with the first and second public meetings as well. The first survey asked people what
destinations they would like to reach by walking and biking, where people are concerned about safety, and
what matters most in a trail. The second survey asked people to identify which evaluation criteria were most
important to them, which route alternative best met criteria, and which route alternative they preferred.
More information on the feedback from each of these meetings is included in “Route Alternatives & Evaluation”
on page 20 and “Appendix A” on page 63.
Questions were sent to Michael Baker Associates and MassDOT regarding the MassDOT Southampton Road
project, and a meeting was held with and follow up letters and emails sent to Pioneer Valley Railroad. The City
met with the Friends of the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail, and the project team also met with the Westfield
North Subcommittee of the Friends group.
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TRAIL GOALS & COMMUNITY PRIORITIES
Goals for the trail were determined in coordination with the City and following feedback from the first public
meeting. This study is meant to determine a recommended alignment that:
•

Fills a multimodal gap between the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail and proposed Southampton Greenway

•

Provides a safe, universally accessible corridor for recreation, tourism, and work commutes

•

Increases equitable access to services, schools, open spaces, and other points of interest

It is important to note that the recommended alignment will not fully fill the gap between the Columbia
Greenway Rail Trail and proposed Southampton Rail Trail. More details are provided on this under “Connector
Context” on page 13.

Community Input

Toole Design introduced the project in a virtual public meeting held via Zoom on November 17, 2021. The
meeting summarized the project process, draft goals, and initial existing conditions information. Members of
the public were given the opportunity to ask questions, express their priorities for the trail, respond to draft
goals, and provide their observations on existing conditions. Full notes from that meeting are included in
“Appendix A” but common themes that helped guide the project going forward included:
•

the need for safe and comfortable connections

•

the desire to connect off-road through open space and without proximity to vehicles

•

the desire to connect on-road but with separation from cars, whether with sidewalks or separated bike lanes

•

the need to think bigger about the trail as part of a regional network and that the trail should follow the
Pioneer Valley Railroad right-of-way for its full length

An online survey had also been posted November 5 and advertised through social media and flyers. The
survey garnered a total of 162 completed responses and was closed December 2, 2021. The questions, results
of the survey, and summary provided in the existing conditions memorandum are attached in “Appendix A” on
page 63 along with the meeting notes. Some key conclusions from the survey are as follows:
People are primarily seeking opportunities for bike recreation followed by opportunities to enjoy
nature. When asked how people would use a trail that connects from the Columbia Greenway Rail trail north
to Southampton Road, the majority (85%) of respondents mentioned bike riding for recreation followed by
nature experience / enjoying scenery (57%).
The trail must fill multiple connector roles: as a way to access the City north of the Westfield River,
to connect people via biking and walking into Downtown Westfield, and as a link in the regional trail
network. When asked what destinations people would like to reach by walking/biking, twenty-one (21) people
mentioned Westfield’s Downtown, and approximately thirty (30) people would like to travel to the north side of
Westfield, to Southampton, and north to Northampton / West Springfield. Several people identified destinations
such as grocery stores, parks, restaurants too.
People are looking for as much separation from vehicle traffic as possible. When asked to rank priorities
for the trail, opportunities to walk or ride fully separated from cars ranked highest, followed by opportunities
to access existing trails and open spaces. When asked where people walk or bike and have concerns about
safety, over twenty (20) people alluded to concerns about high traffic roads in general, with a few people
mentioning the lack of separation between cars and people on bikes.
It is also important to note that, through both the meeting and the survey, several people expressed that
they would like to see the trail follow existing Pioneer Valley Railroad rail line. This became a major theme of
conversation throughout the project.
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CONNECTOR CONTEXT
Regional Context
The City of Westfield is located within a north-south chain of communities
that host an 84-mile multiuse trail extending from Northampton, MA
south to New Haven, CT. The umbrella route is called the New Haven &
Northampton Canal Greenway Trail, and it includes several smaller routes
as listed from north to south:
•

Manhan Rail Trail in Northampton, Easthampton, and
Southampton, MA

•

Columbia Greenway Rail Trail, Westfield, MA

•

Southwick Rail Trail, Southwick, MA

• Farmington Valley Trail - includes Plainville, Farmington, Avon,
Simsbury, East Granby, Granby, and Suffield, CT
• Farmington Canal Heritage Trail - includes New Haven,
Hamden, Cheshire, and Southington, CT
A nearly 8.5 mile gap in the regional route exists in Westfield and the Town
of Southampton directly north of Westfield. The Southampton Greenway is
planned to run for 3.5 miles along inactive Pioneer Valley Railroad rail line
from the terminus of the Manhan Rail Trail in Southampton (just south of
the line with Easthampton) down to Route 10 at Brickyard Road and
Moose Brook Road (Sheldon’s Ice Cream area). That leaves
Figure 1. New Haven & Northampton Canal
approximately 5 miles to fill between the Southampton Greenway and the
Greenway Trail with Westfield/Southampton
gap highlighted in Massachusetts
northern terminus of the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail in Westfield.
The 5 mile gap is not fully addressed by this feasibility study. This study
seeks to extend a trail north from the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail for approximately 3 miles to connect to
Southampton Road (Route 10/202) in the area of Southampton Road Elementary School. A shared use path is
currently under design by MassDOT along Southampton Road extending from I-90 up to North Road, and the
proposed trail in this study is intended to link with the MassDOT project.
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*Area north of I-90
requires further study

Figure 2. The study area starts north of the Westfield River and continues north to encompass the schools above I-90.

Study Area
The project study area encompasses approximately 2.5 square miles in the City of Westfield, MA. As shown
in Figure 2, the study area is bounded by Westfield Intermediate School and Southampton Road Elementary
School to the north, Southampton Road (Route 10/202, north of I-90) and Springdale Road (south of I-90)
to the east, the Westfield River to the south, and Montgomery Road to the west. It is important to note that
residents north of I-90 just southwest of the schools are opposed to a trail through their neighborhood, so the
study area may need to expand to determine a route further north to Southampton Road.
Major transportation corridors divide the study area. Pioneer Valley Railroad runs primarily north-south through
the area, with an east-west connection through the Westfield Industrial Park. CSX rail runs largely east-west
across the lower end of the study area, while I-90 extends east-west across the upper half of the study area.
Both rail lines and the interstate heavily drive options for trail routing and constructibility.
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Existing and Planned Connections for Walking and Biking
The City of Westfield Engineering Department is working with MassDOT to pursue a number of projects to
increase safety and comfort for people walking and biking. The projects listed and mapped below in Figure 3
include shared use paths and are in early planning to late stages of design. Construction plan documentation
for each of these projects is located on the City’s Active Projects page:

Figure 3. Map of existing and planned bike routes in Westfield

Southampton Road Improvements (Route 10/US 202)
Of the reviewed projects listed above, the Southampton Road Improvements plans are relevant to
understanding MassDOT’s intentions for the intersection of Southampton Road and the entrance to the
intermediate and elementary schools. The plans widen the west side sidewalk into a shared use path and add
a crosswalk with warning signage across Southampton Road, where the lanes appear to be narrowed with
restriping. A pair of bus stops are also proposed just south of the intersection.

Related Planning Initiatives
The 2015 report, Westfield MA: A City for Walking and Biking, was completed by students at Westfield State
University on behalf of the City Bicycle and Pedestrian Planning Advisory Committee. This report concludes
that Westfield residents indicate support for creating more and safer walking and biking options, and the
City has worked to expand options for active transportation in Westfield. The 2018-2025 Open Space
and Recreation Plan includes goals to connect blocks of open space and develop an intermodal city-wide
transportation network. Specifically, the Plan lists developing connections to the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail
as a high priority action and connecting to neighborhoods and destinations with marked bicycle routes as a
medium priority action. Exploring a greenway trail extension north of Westfield River is listed as a low priority
action, which may be due to its inherent complexities in comparison to other projects.
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Existing Walking and Biking Activity in Westfield
While no formal inventory exists for walking and biking routes in Westfield, data made available via Strava
heatmaps helps form a picture of where most walking and biking activity is located. It is important to note that
people who record data with Strava make up a small segment of the local population.
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Figure 4. Higher pedestrian activity is indicated by brighter yellows
and whites.

The brighter yellow and white lines in Figure 4
indicate that higher amounts of pedestrian activity
occur on Montgomery Street, Prospect Street,
particularly near the intersection with Montgomery
Street, Notre Dame Street, Union Street,
neighborhood streets near Westfield Intermediate
School and Southampton Road Elementary
School, and North Elm Street near Westfield
River.
It is notable that pedestrian activity is reduced
near I-90 versus near the river. Meanwhile, a
minor amount of activity can be observed along
the railway under I-90, and pedestrian activity can
be observed through various open spaces, such
as Arm Brook Reservoir.
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Figure 5. Higher pedestrian activity is indicated by brighter yellows
and whites.
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The brighter yellow and white lines in Figure 5
indicate that higher amounts of cyclist activity
occur on Montgomery Street, Elm Street along its
full length, and Southampton Road. Union Street,
Prospect Street, Pochassic Street, and Holyoke
Road also appear active, though to a slightly
reduced degree.
In comparison with the pedestrian map, less
bicycle activity is observed on neighborhood
streets than on collectors and arterials, which
stands to reason given that recreational cyclists
generally follow longer routes. However, people
on bikes are clearly accessing open spaces to
some degree. Montgomery Street stands out as
an important connection for both users.

Vehicle & Transit Operations: Road Safety
Figure 6 summarizes 2016-2021
MassDOT crash data for all road
users, which includes hundreds
of crashes at varying severity.
The data is shown as a heat map,
where crashes are weighted more
if they resulted in injury and most
if they resulted in death. High heat
locations are primarily located
along North Elm Street, including at
the intersection of North Elm Street
and Pochassic Street and North
Elm Street with Notre Dame Street.
Southampton Road and the I-90
interchange area is a high crash
location. Notably, enough severe
crashes have occurred at Holyoke
Road and Springdale Road
that MassDOT designated the
intersection a Top 200 Intersection
Crash Location for 2015-2017.
Finally, there were several crashes
Figure 6. Hot spots for all crashes, including motor vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian
located along Union Street,
including at the intersection with Springdale Road, and some on I-90. The surrounding residential streets tend to
have few crashes, and crash incidence tends to be less clustered outside of North Elm Street and Union Street.

Vulnerable User
Crashes
The map in Figure 7 shows only
the crashes from 2016 - 2021
that involved vulnerable roadway
users: pedestrians and people
on bikes. In total, there were
two non-injury crashes, 15 injury
crashes and one fatal crash (along
Notre Dame Street) in the study
area since 2016. Crashes were
primarily located along North Elm
Street and Southampton Road,
with some on Union Street and
Montgomery Street as well.

Figure 7. Hot spots for vulnerable users, pedestrians and cyclists, only
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Figure 8. Cultural landmarks and demographics

Cultural Resources
The map in Figure 8 shows cultural landmarks, including Massachusetts Historical Commission sites and
historic districts, plus libraries and schools. The map also shows 2020 Environmental Justice Communities
with data from the US Environmental Protection Agency. Communities where the income is not more than 65%
of the statewide median are located around I-90 and in downtown Westfield. Communities where minorities
comprise 40% of more of the population are located north and south of Westfield River. Communities where
minorities comprise 25% or more of the population and the annual median household income does not exceed
150% of the annual statewide median income are located south of Westfield River and downtown.
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ROUTE ALTERNATIVES

2

ROUTE ALTERNATIVES & EVALUATION
Three potential route alternatives were explored and evaluated as part of this feasibility study process. This
section describes each route and its opportunities and constraint plus the approach and criteria used to
evaluate the routes. This section clarifies the project team’s recommendation for a preferred route and the
reasons behind the selection. Public input on the alternatives is also included.

PLEASE NOTE: All routes
shown reflect the initial
evaluation to determine a
preferred route. However, the
final recommendations of this
study do not include a route
alignment above I-90.

PV

RR

Route A to link
Westfield High School

CS

X

Figure 9. Routes, A, B, C evaluated as part of this study.
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Route Alternatives
The consultant team worked with the City of Westfield to identify three route alternatives that were distinct
in their general directions, level of separation from roadway, and degree to which they used roadway, open
space, and/or rail infrastructure. Much of the study area is either residential, industrial, or divided by either
rail line or I-90, so the routes were heavily informed by existing land use constraints. As shown in Figure 9 on
page 20 the three routes were named and described to the public as:
•

Route A: a northwest to northeast route that runs both on- and off-street

•

Route B: a mostly north to east route that partly follows Pioneer Valley Railroad rail line

•

Route C: an east to north route that runs entirely on-street

Each route connects with the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail in Women’s Temperance Park near Westfield
River and terminates to the north at Southampton Road, where MassDOT is constructing a shared use path on
the west side to which the study trail will connect.

Important Notes

The routes and evaluation described in this section refer to the initial evaluation presented to the public. Two
changes were made beyond the evaluation:
•

The route alignment above I-90 requires further study as residents of the neighborhood north of I-90
are opposed to a trail through their neighborhood. The portions of Routes A and B shown within the
dashed white box in Figure 9 are no longer valid and require further study.

•

Route A is proposed to link to Westfield High School. However, at the time of the initial evaluation and
presentation to the public, the exact route was undetermined as reflected in Figure 9.

Regional Connectivity

It is important to note that, while regional connectivity is a primary value for the trail, all three route alternatives
provide a similar benefit in closing a regional multimodal connectivity gap from Columbia Greenway Rail
Trail north to Southampton Road and the shared use path that is currently under design by MassDOT along
Southampton Road. Route B provides the most direct trail north, but only to I-90 before it turns off.

Route Assumptions

For Routes A & B, no attempt would be made to cross CSX railroad tracks given the speed of the tracks,
usage, and difficulty of negotiating with CSX. Also, given CSX ownership of land south of the Pochassic Street
bridge, a ramp structure would not be feasible for construction south of the bridge to raise people up to the
bridge level in Route A.

Route A

Route A is 2.9 miles long, with approximately half of the route along existing roadways and half running
through off-road areas. Most of the route is flat, with brief, steep transitions required at the Pioneer Valley
Railroad railyard and on the north side of the Arm Brook Reservoir property entering Kittredge Drive.
Route A runs east out of Women’s Temperance Park, proceeds north on N. Elm Street for one block, before
crossing into Pioneer Valley Railroad railyard area under a historic arch in the Pochassic Street Bridge. Route
A will require a ramp, currently proposed as a switchback, to navigate up approximately 20 feet of elevation
to reach the Pochassic Street Bridge deck where it would follow alongside the bridge, then turn north and
run adjacent to the railyard along a steep embankment. The Route is directed toward the roadway behind
Prospect Hill Apartments before heading northwest on Montgomery Street, linking through Westfield High
School property, and heading east across the Powdermill Brook Dam and under I-90 via a Pioneer Valley
Railroad underpass. The route turns east again past the underpass, crosses Lockhouse Road, journeys past
Westfield Dog Bark and across the Arm Brook dam before connecting through Kittredge Drive and Barbara
Street neighborhood to the Westfield Intermediate School and Southampton Road Elementary School
property, finally linking to Southampton Road at the elementary school entrance drive.
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Route B

Route B is approximately 2.7 miles long. Approximately 65% of this route is off-street, with much of the trail sharing
the right-of-way along the Pioneer Valley Railroad tracks south of I-90 and bypassing Powdermill Brook dam.
Route B begins at the southern terminus with the same alignment from Women’s Temperance Park as Route
A but diverges at the Pioneer Valley railyard. At this point, Route B travels north through the railyard and along
the east side of the railroad tracks in the narrow rail corridor. The route continues under Notre Dame Street and
north until it turns east just beyond the I-90 underpass to follow the same route as Route A to the intermediate
and elementary schools.

Route C

Route C is approximately 3.6 miles long, making it the longest of any of the alternatives. Route C runs entirely
on-street. It is largely flat with the exception of a 1/3 mile slope of 10% at the southern end of Springdale Road.
Route C heads east out of Women’s Temperance Park and continues east to Union Avenue and Union Street
until turning north on Springdale Road. The route journeys upslope on Springdale Road and heads north
across Holyoke Road. The route then turns left on Westfield Industrial Park Road and continues straight
through the industrial park before turning north again on N. Elm Street, crossing over I-90 to meet the future
MassDOT path on Southampton Road.

Alternate Route

Another potential route was briefly considered: following North Elm Street from Women’s Temperance Park
northeast to Southampton Road. This route would be the shortest distance between the starting and ending
points of the project. However, the City has recently invested in infrastructure to increase vehicular capacity
along North Elm Street, and through discussions with the City and a desktop review of the roadway the team
recognized that to incorporate a shared use path would require significant investment in a large traffic study
and the removal of a travel lane. This alternative was not in line with how the City has been investing in North
Elm Street and was not pursued as a viable alternative.

Evaluation Criteria & Process
A qualitative evaluation of the pros and cons of the three alternatives was completed based on the following criteria:
•

Connectivity to Community Destinations: Alternatives should connect community destinations such as
services, schools, and open space, in addition to providing connectivity between dense residential areas.

•

Safety: When comparing alternatives, safety is primarily related to reducing conflict between vulnerable
users and vehicular traffic at intersections, other roadway crossings, and driveways. Safety can also
apply to design decisions such as width, materials, and features, such as lighting, that make the trail
safe for all intended users. However, these are factors that can be designed into all alternatives and are
not part of the evaluation.

•

User Experience: While subjective, this criteria incorporates feedback from the first public meeting and
survey. Alternatives should connect to nature and allow people to separate from views and noises of the
roadway. Alternatives should be accessible and provide space for potential amenities, such as resting/
viewing areas and restrooms.

•

Constructibility: Alternatives are evaluated for cost and timeline to implementation affected by
the right-of-way, structural, traffic, utility, and topography related constraints to building a path.
Constructibility related to making paths ADA accessible is also considered.

•

Environmental/Permitting Impacts: Alternatives should minimize impacts to environment and
interactions with hazardous spaces that drive up permitting requirements and timelines.

Multimodal Connectivity to Community Destinations

All routes provide connections to the commercial area just north of Westfield River. However, only Routes A
and C provide easy connections to residential neighborhoods. Connections from Route B would be hard to
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make due to drainage on the west side of the rail tracks and steep slopes up from the tracks through private
property to neighborhood streets.

Constructibility

No clear winner emerges between the routes in terms of constructibility. Route C requires the least unique
structures given it runs entirely along City right-of-way and does not involve major rehabilitation of dams or the
ramp that Route A requires. However, Route C’s Springdale Road includes a 10% grade for approximately 1/3
mile. Due to the embankment in this segment, a large retaining wall is needed and negotiations with utilities
regarding their easement are necessary. It is also unclear whether a crossing could be made over I-90 without
bridge repair, as the damage to the bridge structure that forced a median to be installed is unknown.
Notably, Route B has one very large disadvantage that discounts it as a real path option. Conversation with
Jeremy Levine from Pioneer Valley Railroad revealed that Pioneer Valley Railroad has plans for development
of its infrastructure at a few points along the tracks, and a general lack of space in an active rail area means
the corridor would need to be widened – an enormous task. Pioneer Valley Railroad considers Route B
infeasible, so the route was ruled out of further consideration for this project.

Safety

Route B would likely be the safest route if it had enough space and avoided crossings of the railyard, which
necessitates no installation of connections to neighborhoods west of the tracks. Between Route A and
Route C, Route A appears slightly safer by a quantitative count of crossings. Route A includes at least three
crossings of Montgomery Street including a neighborhood connection. Route A also includes a crossing at
Lockhouse Road, driveways, and a railroad crossing at Twiss Street. Route C includes crossings of North Elm
Street, Union Avenue to Union Street with a slip lane, a turn from Union Street onto Springdale Road, and
crossing the intersection of Springdale Road and Holyoke Road, which was identified by MassDOT as a Top
200 Intersection Crash Location for 2015-2017. Route C additionally includes a turn into and travel through
an industrial park, where large freight vehicles can be expected, and a crossing somewhere on either North
Elm Street or Southampton Road to the west side of the road to access MassDOT’s future shared use path.
Route C includes driveways through residential areas, the industrial park, and the commercial area along
Southampton Road.

User Experience

Route B, followed by Route A, likely offers the best user experience. Route B is more consistently separated
from traffic, a public priority. However, Route B would also run next to a few service yards/transfer stations for
the railroad, so the experience along this line would not be exclusively scenic and rural-feeling. Connections
through open space were also stated as a priority by the public, and, along with neighborhood streets, help
to provide a quieter and more comfortable experience for most people, so Route A succeeds over Route C in
this regard. Route C is entirely on-street, which negatively affects user comfort throughout. Spaces for resting,
amenities, or trailhead parking also appear limited along Route C.

Environmental/Permitting

Route C appears to be the easiest route to permit given it is located almost entirely in City right-of-way, though
it would require coordination with the utility regarding their easement and with MassDOT regarding their bridge.
Routes A and B are potentially quite complex from a permitting standpoint. Permitting needs are detailed
further in “Environmental Permitting” on page 58.

Preferred Alternative
Given the evaluation above, public priorities from the first meeting and survey, conversations with the City and
Pioneer Valley Railroad, Route A was selected as the preferred alternative to pursue in further detail. Route
A provides the strongest connection to open space and between dense residential areas and schools. Route
A also appears safer than Route C. The steps for further development of Route A are provided in “Preferred
Route & Next Steps” on page 38. However, it is important to recognize community input on the route
evaluation and on the preferred route as described below.
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Community Input on Route Evaluation
A public meeting was held on January
19, 2022 to present the results of the
route evaluation and recommendation
to treat Route A as the preferred
alternative. A second survey was
released on the day of the meeting
as well so the public could participate
in route evaluation and express their
preferred route. The survey received
173 completed responses.

Figure 10. Table showing survey responses. Safety, followed by User Experience,
was rated the most important evaluation criteria.

Route A

The survey asked people to rate the
importance of the connectivity, safety,
and user experience criteria, leaving
Constructibility and Environmental/
Permitting Impacts to project team
evaluation only. Safety was rated the
highest followed by User Experience.
People were asked to rate how well
Routes A and C met the criteria. Route
B was not included in the comparison
as it was explained to the public as not
constructible and not under further
consideration.
Route A was more highly rated as
mostly meeting or fully meeting
each criteria compared to Route C,
particularly in the Safety and User
Experience categories.

Figure 12. Survey responses evaluating how well Route A met evaluative criteria.

Route C

Figure 11. Survey responses evaluating how well Route C met evaluative criteria.
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17%
Route C

After evaluating the routes related to the criteria, survey respondents were
asked to select their preferred route. With 83% of the vote, Route A was
heavily preferred to Route C. Respondents’ comments provide context to
their preferred route selection:
People commonly mentioned that they chose Route A because it:

83%
Route A

Figure 13. Route preference as
expressed through 153 survey
responses. Not all completed
survey responses answered this
question.

•

seems safer

•

avoids traffic

•

will be more scenic / pleasant

•

has better connections to destinations, including schools

Common reasons people did not choose Route C included:
•

the Springdale Road hill

•

Union Street traffic

•

Traffic across the route in general

•

The route being out of the way

It is important to acknowledged that several people mentioned Route A is not optimal or “the only choice in a
stacked deck,” and that A is bad, but C is worse. Several people still prefer Route B, the rail line route. The
overall tone of survey comments revealed a lackluster response to the offered choices.
Besides route evaluation, the public was also asked to comment on amenities they would like to see plus
concerns they might have and anything else they would like to share. Some general comments that may inform
future project development included:
•

People who live in the residences on Lockhouse Road are trying to walk on Lockhouse Rd to cross
under I-90 and south to Arch Road. Please provide sidewalks to make it safer. (This was also
mentioned in the first meeting.)

•

Get Craig Della Penna involved to bring back Route B, the rail route. (Craig offered his assistance in
both the first and second meetings.)

•

A lot of governmental oversight is needed to work with Pioneer Valley Railroad where the trail must
cross or run alongside the rail line.

Amenities people mentioned included:
•

Restrooms / porta-potties (most frequently
requested)

•

Places for drinks/snacks

•

Bike repair station / pumps

•

Water fountains

•

Benches

•

Kiosks with maps

•

Picnic tables

•

Pet waste bags

The most frequently mentioned concerns or complaints included:
•

The trail running through residential
neighborhood

•

How to keep separated from traffic

•

Railroad crossing safety

•

Maintenance

•

Route A not as good/safe as other trails in
region and another push for route B
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PREFERRED ROUTE

3
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FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR PRIMARY ALIGNMENT
The project team toured the study area in Westfield on October 29, 2021 and reviewed several streets and
destinations in detail. Various directional options for the alignment were explored and summarized in the
existing conditions memorandum. Field observations for the preferred route developed from the feasibility
study process are provided below, while all field observations, including the area north of I-90 and an alternate
route alignment, are summarized in “Appendix B” on page 65.
For brevity, observations are noted on aerials exported from the Westfield online GIS viewer, and some
accompanying photos are provided. Some locations are described in greater detail than others due to the
extent of constraints in those locations.

Figure 14. Key map for aerials shown in this section
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Figure 15. Map of existing conditions at the southern terminus of the trail connector

Westfield River North to Pochassic Street
The trail extension will connect to the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail near a former railroad bridge turned pedestrian
and bicycle bridge across the Westfield River. From the bridge, the proposed trail journeys east along an existing
concrete path out of Women’s Temperance Park to N. Elm Street rather than heading north toward CSX-owned
railroad tracks. The CSX tracks present topographical challenges and would require easement negotiations.
Turning left out of Women’s Temperance Park, the trail is proposed to continue north along Elm Street, and
width for the trail is best found by removing one of three travel lanes in the 40-foot wide roadway. The trail has
two opportunities to turn left (west) from N. Elm Street, Old Pochassic Street and Pochassic Street. The most
advantageous is at Old Pochassic Street, a small street with limited traffic. The trail may turn left on the south
side of Old Pochassic Street to avoid conflict with turning vehicles. An existing stand of large sycamore trees
at the western end of the street provides opportunity for a good stopping and orientation space. A historic arch
provides a passageway under the Pochassic Bridge, through which the trail is proposed to travel.
One short block north on N. Elm Street, the trail could also turn left on the Pochassic Street bridge. However,
this would require a long, steep climb, rising 23 feet over approximately 11% grade. The roadway width here is
also only 28-30 feet wide, so too narrow to support separate bike lanes in addition to vehicular travel lanes. The
intersection of Pochassic and N. Elm would also require reconfiguration to provide safe crossings and transitions.
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Figure 16. Looking south at the Columbia
Greenway Rail Trail as it crosses Westfield River.
This is the southern starting point for the trail
connector. An existing sign kiosk may be used for
maps, interpretation, and community notices. Space
exists here to add bike racks and more seating.

B
Figure 17. View east out of Women’s Temperance
Park across N. Elm Street. Three lanes run onedirection to the south. The curb ramp is not wide
enough for use by both pedestrians and people on
bikes. The sidewalk width is constrained and partly
interrupted by light poles, trees, and other features
that are not fully located in the amenity zone.

C

Figure 18. View east at Old Pochassic Street, with
painted buildings and ample room for introduction
of a buffered path for pedestrians and cyclists.
Definition of the trail across the entry drive to the
old train station should be considered.

D

Figure 19. View north toward the historic arch
under Pochassic Street bridge. The path through
the parking area needs delineation. The arch is an
interesting means to cross under the bridge to the
north side into the railyard.
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Figure 20. Map of existing conditions at the southern terminus of the trail connector

Railyard Area
This area is highly constrained for trail use as the Pioneer Valley Railroad operates a busy railyard at this
location. The railyard has use restrictions, geometric limitations, and safety issues to resolve, such as avoiding
railcar envelopes. Both in the railyard and to the south of the Pochassic Street bridge property easements must
be obtained for the trail.
A 20-foot elevation change from the railyard to the top of the embankment at Montgomery Street will require
an intensive ramp structure to help trail users transition. That ramp may either be a switchback in roughly the
position of letter “A” in the above aerial or a long ramp adjacent to the embankment wall to the west of the
railyard (roughly starting at letter “C”). The City preferred that ramp not be located south of Pochassic Street
bridge due to CSX land ownership and expected property negotiation challenges. The track closest to the
embankment stores railcars with hazardous materials. The embankment is currently stabilized by tree roots,
and drainage and erosion are not concerns. If a trail is constructed along the embankment, drainage and
erosion prevention must be ensured.
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Figure 21. Under the historic arch and to the
north of the bridge is a truck weigh-scale and a
railcar repair company building to the right. Active
track lies to the left and must be crossed to reach
the embankment in the far left of the image. A
switchback ramp is currently proposed in this
location and would require further coordination with
Pioneer Valley Railroad to relocate existing features.
At the top of the switchback the trail would parallel
the Pochassic Street bridge to the opposite side.

B
Figure 22. To the west of the active tracks lies a
granite embankment wall. The railroad expressed
concern about running a ramp along this wall due
to the active track location and culvert, which is
particularly constrained close to the Pochassic
Street bridge. However, it may be possible to create
a ramp in this location rather than a switchback to
the east side of the tracks.

C

Figure 23. As seen in the left of the picture, the
granite embankment wall is topped by dense
vegetation that heads up a steep slope. Active
use of the railyard prevents other route alignments
along the rail line from being viable.

D

Figure 24. View of dense vegetation and an
additional retaining structure toward the northern
end of the embankment wall before the trail turns
out of the space toward Montgomery Street.
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Figure 25. Map of existing conditions in the area of Montgomery Street

Prospect Street / Montgomery Street / Crown Street Intersection to
Powdermill Brook Dam
Once the trail turns out of the embankment it will briefly follow a drive into Prospect Hill Apartments before
transitioning through the Prospect Street / Montgomery Street / Crown Street Intersection. This intersection is
long and curved, and lack of sightlines must be mitigated plus speeds reduced. See Figure 41 on page 43
for thoughts on potential modifications.
Montgomery Street has an approximately 50 foot right-of-way with a utility easement on the northeast side of
the road and narrow sidewalk behind narrow tree lawn to the southwest side of the road. Opportunity exists
to run the trail along Montgomery Street as a sidepath, most likely taking advantage of the existing sidewalk
location as utility lines are more expensive to move. Along Montgomery Street, the trail will connect through
a dense residential area and to Westfield High School. Several driveway and intersection crossings must be
studied and mitigated if necessary.
Opportunity exists to connect through Edgewood Street, a residential street that becomes a paper street
through a cleared utility corridor on its northern end. Or, a connection could be made along Powder Mill Road,
which becomes a paper street through woods. In either case it is paramount to talk with abutting residents.
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Figure 26. Looking east toward Crown Street
from Montgomery Street at the Prospect Street /
Montgomery Street / Crown Street Intersection. The
trail would come from the right of the image. This
existing crossing exists on the crest of a curve. The
roadway is approximately 28 feet wide at this point
and expands in width to the north. Speeds and poor
sightlines must be mitigated.

B
Figure 27. Looking south along Montgomery
Street from Powder Mill Road, typical conditions
on this end of the street include utility poles on
the northeast side (left in the image) and trees in
lawn next to a sidewalk on the southwest side.
The roadway is 28 feet wide, while the tree lawn is
5-6 feet wide next to a 4-5 foot wide sidewalk. The
utility easement is approximately 10 feet wide and
restricts use of that space for the trail.

C
Figure 28. View of the woods along the paper
street, Powder Mill Road. The fence to the left of
the image lines the athletic fields of Westfield High
School. The path, if routed through the woods,
would need to turn east while the ground is still flat.
It begins to slope downward toward the north near
Powdermill Brook.

D

Figure 29. Looking south along the Eversource
utility corridor that is part of Edgewood Street. The
trail could run along this corridor, though fill will be
needed in some locations.
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Powdermill

Brook

Figure 30. Map of existing conditions near Powdermill Brook Dam area and I-90

Powdermill Brook Reservoir to North of I-90
The preferred alignment is proposed to be routed from near the Westfield High School building through the
top of the athletic fields and through the woods along with a connection from Powder Mill Road or Edgewood
Street. The closer to the brook, the more the topography slopes, so the trail will need to be constructed well
south of the brook, which also helps avoid high school cross country trails.
All connections would lead over the Powdermill Brook Dam near what was observed as a dry reservoir.
Currently, mountain bikers track up the dam area. Enough width exists at the top of the dam for a trail, but
coordination will need to be completed with the Flood Control Commission as part of their rehabilitation project.
After the dam the trail must be integrated downslope to parallel the Pioneer Valley rail line. The trail is then
proposed to cross to the right side of the tracks before crossing north over Twiss Street and to the side of a rail
underpass of I-90. Much fill and retaining structures will be needed given the steep slope of the embankment
and vegetation east of the tracks. To create adequate width and vertical clearance within the underpass for the
trail, a concrete embankment may need to be removed pending further study.
The route turns right directly after the underpass through a vegetated area paralleling I-90 and reaches
Lockhouse Road. Whether the trail crosses Lockhouse Road or not will need to be studied as part of further
analysis of the area above the interstate.
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Figure 31. Looking east across the Powdermill
Brook Dam. The top of dam includes at least 10
feet of space for a trail, but as the dam is part of
a larger rehabilitation project, further study and
design must be coordinated with that project.
Grade transitions entering onto and exiting from the
dam require analysis as does the presence of the
brook and wetland boundaries.

B
Figure 32. View from Twiss Street toward the I-90
rail underpass. A safe, comfortable crossing should
be designed for Twiss Street, where trains cross
between 10 and 20 times a day. The trail must be
run up the east side of the tracks, which requires
vegetation clearance, retaining, fill, and a barrier/
fencing. Approximately 20 feet of space exists to
the east of the underpass pillars, but the width
where 8-10 feet of headroom clearance is available
is undetermined.

C

Figure 33. View west toward the space paralleling
I-90 at the bottom of the slope. The space is lined
with vegetation on either side but otherwise clear
and flat.

D

Figure 34. D. View south toward Lockhouse Road
and the underpass of I-90 as seen standing across
from Westfield Dog Bark entry. This underpass
was determined not feasible for use due to the
narrow width and observed high amount of traffic,
including large trucks, preventing the road from
being narrowed. A safe crossing to Westfield Dog
Bark (and beyond to Arm Brook Reservoir) will help
connect the trail with local destinations, though
the trail may continue up Lockhouse Road if
determined appropriate through further study.
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PREFERRED ROUTE & NEXT STEPS
Once Route A was confirmed as the preferred route, the project team spent time assessing the alignment in
more detail. This chapter addresses constructibility considerations, honing in on the major projects that must
be moved forward to establish the trail. This chapter also describes opportunities for placemaking and provides
cost estimates for the route broken down into segments and potential implementation phases.

Segment 4: Undetermined

Segment 3: Westfield High School
to Westfield Dog Bark

Segment 2: Montgomery Street

Women’s
Temperance
Park

Segment 1: Women’s Temperance
Park to Montgomery / Prospect /
Crown Intersection

Figure 35. Key map for preferred route alignment from Women’s Temperance Park north across I-90
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Why and How Were Segments Divided?
Trails are commonly built in phases as they are often too complex and expensive to construct at one time.
Splitting construction into phases also reduces roadway and infrastructure disruptions and other impacts to
people’s lives. Different locations along the preferred route, particularly at the railyard, I-90, and the dam, also
require extensive engineering study and stakeholder coordination to then design and permit the trail in those
areas. These study and stakeholder engagement processes will vary in duration.
For the reasons mentioned above, the project team considered a phasing plan for the trail. However, a phasing
order could not be reasonably established given the uncertainty around the duration of study and stakeholder
coordination needed, particularly in regards to the individual rehabilitation projects slated for the dam. So,
segments without phasing timelines are instead provided for this study. The segments are divided with
consideration for construction impacts to surroundings and user access and connections to and from for each
segment.
Steps for planning and design development of each segment are detailed in the remainder of this chapter.
Potential short-term projects that can help propel trail development along are also identified. Probable cost
opinions are included at the end of this chapter.

Further Study for
Segment 4
It is important to note that, north of
I-90, the preferred route alignment
will require further study as many
residents expressed in emails to the
City and in the third public meeting
that they do not want the route
running through their neighborhood
along Kittredge Drive and Barbara
Street. Residents expressed
concern about increased numbers
of people in their neighborhood and
a potential increase in crime. They
are also concerned about potential
conflicts between fast cyclists,
families, and people walking the
neighborhood and sightlines being
limited by the hill on Kittredge Drive.
Any further study of the route north
of I-90 should incorporate residents
from beginning stages of the
study and keep residents informed
through letters, emails, and social
media.

Figure 36. Map of Segment 4 area above I-90 that requires further study
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Segment 1: Women’s Temperance Park to Montgomery Street /
Prospect Street / Crown Street Intersection
This segment is .5 miles long and connects with the northern end of the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail as it
crosses the Westfield River on a former rail bridge. A significant portion of this segment runs along the top of
the embankment to the west of the Pioneer Valley Railroad railyard before connecting to Montgomery Street
(Segment 2) via an access drive behind Prospect Hill Apartments.

Figure 37. Map for Segment 1 of the preferred route alignment, from Women’s Temperance Park north to Montgomery Street
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Safety, User Experience, & Placemaking Considerations

The following are considerations for designing a safe, comfortable experience along the path:
•

This segment takes people along the existing path within Women’s Temperance Park, which is 10 feet
wide. With popular usage, this path may eventually need to be widened.

•

By taking a vehicle travel lane for one block on N. Elm Street between Women’s Temperance Park and
Old Pochassic Street, a safe, buffered two-way path can be accommodated. A large buffer will help trail
users feel more separated from vehicles.

•

At a minimum, roadway markings and signage should be used to delineate the path along Old
Pochassic Street. Consider providing vertical delineation close to the intersection with N. Elm Street so
drivers do not turn into
path space.

•

Design the switchback
ramp for the comfort of
people both walking and
riding bikes. This includes
providing a wide path,
gentle slope, and gentle
turning radius.

•

The area along the
embankment should
be designed to include
plantings that help soften
the path adjacent to
the railyard and help to
stabilize the slope.

•

Figure 38. Proposed North Elm Street cross section

Consider implementing waysides (defined in “Placemaking a Trail Experience” on page 48) where
noted in Figure 37 on page 40. At Women’s Temperance Park the existing kiosk might simply be
used to communicate information about the trail, and bike racks could be added in this location. Closer
to the bridge the proposed wayside takes advantage of shade provided by large sycamore trees and a
view to the arch under the bridge.

Priorities for Design Development

This segment relies on the construction of complex path structures to connect the Pioneer Valley Railroad
railyard to Montgomery Street in Segment 2. There are two highly challenging portions of this segment, which
include the design of a switchback ramp and bridge structure to get trail users up to and over the railroad
tracks to the railyard embankment and the support of the path users along the embankment. Any design must
include adequate drainage and slope retention and stabilization design must prevent damage to the existing
retaining wall structure along the track corridor. To these ends, detailed geotechnical and structural analysis
and structural alternatives development are necessary to advance the design of the proposed ramps and
retaining structures.

Further Engagement

To construct this segment it will be necessary to negotiate the use of private property on the south side of
the Pochassic Street bridge and within Pioneer Valley Railroad property on the north of the bridge for the
switchback ramp. Residents, particularly tenants of Prospect Hill Apartments, and other property owners are
abutters to the proposed alignment and should be included in future stakeholder meetings.

Segment Expense

The planning-level opinion cost for design, engineering, and construction of this segment is $15,327,866.
Primary expenses are contributed to a switchback ramp and bridge plus retaining structures on the embankment.
Property acquisition, easements, permitting, and mitigation are not included in these costs.
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Segment 2: Montgomery Street
This segment is .95 miles long and includes Montgomery Street starting at the intersection of Montgomery
Street with Prospect Street and Crown Street. On its northern end, the path turns onto Westfield High School
property at the parking lot. Due to utility locations, the trail changes sides twice on Montgomery Street, flipping
to the west at the intersection of Montgomery/Prospect/Crown and to the east at Montgomery/Pine intersection.

Figure 39. Map for Segment 2 of the preferred route alignment, along Montgomery Street
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Safety, User Experience, & Placemaking Considerations

The proposed cross section for this segment along Montgomery Street leaves the utility corridor in place and
narrows the roadway from 28 to 24 feet. The sidewalk on the west side of the road is turned into a shared use path
buffered from the road by a lawn strip. Existing trees must be removed and new trees planted where feasible.
Intersection and crossing design is paramount
in this segment to provide safe crossings at the
Montgomery/ Prospect/Crown intersection and
at Pine Street. A concept design for the first
intersection is included below to provide an idea of
what to consider.

Figure 40. Proposed Montgomery Street cross section

Given most of this segment is a sidepath
adjacent to a roadway, prioritize creating
as wide a buffer as possible with vertical
delineation that includes curb, plants, and
potentially more durable barriers.

See “Segment 3 – Westfield High School to Westfield Dog Bark” on page 53 for more information on using
either Powder Mill Road or Edgewood Street to connect to the Powdermill Brook Dam.
This preliminary concept
is for planning purposes
only. Field verification,
site assessments,
engineering analysis,
and design are
necessary prior
to implementing
recommendations
contained herein.

Priorities
for Design
Development

Further study
of traffic on
Montgomery
Street is
Figure 41. Montgomery / Prospect / Crown intersection preliminary concept
necessary
to move crossing and intersection design forward. Utility locations and detailed driveway data should be
collected via survey so the path can be smoothly integrated across all residential driveways. The area around
Pine Street also requires further analysis as some utility poles on the east side of the road at Pine Street are
necessary to relocate.

Further Engagement

Residential abutters on Montgomery Street and in the neighborhood that includes Powder Mill Road and Edgewood
Street should be included in engagement. Eversource should be contacted in relation to the utility poles on
Montgomery Street and utility corridor along Edgewood Street.

Segment Expense

The planning-level opinion cost for design, engineering, and construction of this segment is $4,515,810. Property
acquisition, easements, permitting, and mitigation are not included in these costs.
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Segment 3: Westfield High School to Westfield Dog Bark
This segment presents an opportunity to travel mostly away from roads, through wooded area, and along the
Powdermill Brook Dam. This segment connects through Westfield High School property, including a proposed link
through the parking lot and along the back of the athletic fields, and makes the high school more accessible to
people north of I-90. On its eastern end, this segment connects to Westfield Dog Bark.

Powdermill

Brook

Figure 42. Map for Segment 3 of the preferred route alignment, in the Powdermill Brook Dam and I-90 area
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Safety, User Experience, & Placemaking Considerations

Work with high school administrators and City officials to design the trail so it does not interfere with school uses,
and determine if a connection can be made up to the school entry and with bike parking added. Consider whether
parking at the high school lot may be used for the trail on weekends.
Through the woods, avoid routing the trail toward Powdermill Brook
slopes to avoid the need for retaining structures. Generally, prioritize
removing as few trees as possible. Just east of the woods at the dam
consider implementing a wayside for rest, orientation, and interpretation
of the dam. Design the trail to restrict access to environmentally
sensitive areas and prevent damage to the dam structure.
Work with neighbors to develop a neighborhood connection from
either Powder Mill Road or Edgewood Street. A simple neighborhood
greenway treatment with signage and pavement markings is
recommended. The unpaved portions of either corridor must be further
studied and planned.

Figure 43. 90° Trail-Rail Crossing (2020 FRA
& FHWA Rails with Trails Best Practices and
Lesson Learned)

At the railroad crossing at Twiss Street, the design should prioritize
safety, clarify the trail route, and provide clear sightlines from the
railroad tracks to the trail and vice versa. See Figure 43 at left for more
railroad crossing design considerations.

Finally, conduct further analysis to design a safe crossing at Lockhouse
Road. Ensure visibility and slow speeds. Consider future plans for the Westfield Dog Bark when designing the
entry into the park from the trail.

Priorities for Design Development

While the dam has been studied as part of its rehabilitation project, further analysis is required to include a trail
in the dam design. The use of Pioneer Valley Railroad corridor plus the crossing at Twiss Street and underpass
at I-90 are also high priorities for analysis. The underpass particularly will require structural and geotechnical
analysis to establish possible design alternatives.

Further Engagement

This segment requires engagement with multiple stakeholder groups in addition to residents:
•

Engage Westfield High School administration in a conversation about both use of their property and
how the trail could best be structured to serve students.

•

The Flood Control Commission, Natural Resources Conservation Service, and all other stakeholders
involved in the Powdermill Brook Dam rehabilitation project should be engaged to discuss an easement
and inclusion of the trail in the dam rehabilitation.

•

Pioneer Valley Railroad has already expressed concern about safety at their crossing at Twiss Street.
Engage with the railroad as part of use of their corridor, navigation of the topography in that area, and
crossing design,

•

Engage with Pioneer Valley Railroad and MassDOT on use of the I-90 underpass

•

Eversource should be contacted in relation to the Edgewood Street utility easement if the trail is
directed along that corridor.

•

Residential abutters in the neighborhood that includes Powder Mill Road and Edgewood Street should
also be engaged.

Segment Expense

The planning-level opinion cost for design, engineering, and construction of this segment is $10,741,394. Primary
expenses include retaining structures at the I-90 underpass, lighting, and all work along the dam. Property
acquisition, easements, permitting, and mitigation are not included in these costs.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

4

PLACEMAKING A TRAIL EXPERIENCE
This connector is planned to take advantage of some existing opportunity areas such as the Pochassic Street
bridge arch and the Powdermill Brook Dam to provide an enjoyable experience for trail users. More analysis
and design will be needed to ensure those features are safe to use, such as lighting the arch, for example.
As further planning and design development goes
forward, consider how placemaking can further shape
the experience of the trail and make it a unique
part of the wider New Haven & Northampton Canal
Greenway Trail.

Waysides
Waysides are primarily meant to be places for people
to stop and orient themselves while on the trail. They
can also be places to rest or to park a bike. They
often become meeting places and help lend
personality to a path.
Figure 44. The historic arch under Pochassic Street bridge
provides an interesting view and potentially interpretive opportunity

Waysides can include a variety of features: benches,
identification and/or interpretive signage, map kiosks,
bike racks, waste receptacles, and planting. These
features may also be installed independently from
waysides.

Wayfinding

Figure 45. Example of a wayside with bench, bike rack, waste
receptacle,and sign pedestal for map or interpretive information

Wayfinding helps people orient themselves to their
environs and make decisions about their route.
Wayfinding primarily includes signage but may also
include vertical markers, such as granite posts, and
pavement markings. Signage is often a lower
maintenance choice than pavement markings and
more visible from a distance. Consider adding
wayfinding that clarifies the turns the trail takes and
where the trail moves through intersections and
crossings. Ensure that signage meets standards in the
Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).

Neighborhood Greenway
Treatment
Any proposed connections through neighborhoods
should be discussed in detail with neighbors. The
treatment for a trail on local streets is best kept
simple, with shared lane markings that signal to
drivers that people on bikes may use the roadway.
Signage can include the name of the trail and signals
the street is a special connection for pedestrians and
people on bikes. Vertical or horizontal traffic calming
treatments such as speed humps or chicanes can
also be included if desired.
Figure 46. Example of neighborhood greenway with pavement
markings and wayfinding signage
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NORTH ELM STREET: DEMONSTRATING TRAIL VALUE
The Columbia Greenway Rail Trail is a great success in Westfield and as part of the regional network. Meeting
attendees and survey respondents are enthusiastic about the connector north of the Westfield River, but this
link will take years to design and construct in full. As a way to keep interest in the connector and to let people
know that the City is actively working to make biking easier north of the river, consider implementing a quick
build project with cheap materials such as paint and flexposts while the trail is in design development.
Generally, a quick build project is best implemented in a segment of trail that will run along a roadway. The
project does not need to match the final trail configuration but should provide a safe connection for people on
bikes. The location of the quick build project should be decided on according to context, essentially where a
connection can be made that works as a standalone and provides a meaningful connection for people on bikes
without the rest of the trail being constructed.
One example of a
potential quick build
project is the block on
North Elm Street where
the trail is proposed to
replace a travel lane. The
cross section in Figure
38 on page 41 shows
the proposed long-term
condition. The quick build
project, shown at left,
could take the travel lane
to provide a two-way bike
lane.
This project would need a
clear connection to the
sidewalk to the north of
Old Pochassic Street or
else continuation up to
the Pochassic/N. Elm
intersection, which would
Figure 47. Preliminary concept for a rapid implementation project on N. Elm Street with pavement
markings and flexposts to designate space for people on bikes in lieu of a vehicular travel lane
affect intersection
operations. The southern
connection of this bikeway would be to Women’s Temperance Park, where connection up onto the sidewalk will
need to be considered.
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MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS
It is important to keep the trail maintained so it stays safe, comfortable, and accessible year-round. This will also
help reduce the City’s potential liability should any accidents occur. Maintenance includes routine tasks that may
be regularly planned for and remedial tasks that address unexpected issues. Inspections and maintenance after
storm events should be considered routine, as should seasonal maintenance, such as clearing snow. Clear snow
from both the on-road and off-road portions of the trail in winter so the trail is usable year-round.
The City of Westfield will need to develop a maintenance and funding plan to cover both routine and remedial
tasks and the many components that make up the trail. The chart below presents basic considerations for
maintaining different path components. It may be necessary to consider partnerships and volunteer programs
to conduct some types of maintenance where the City does not have capacity.
Component

Concrete sidewalk and
asphalt path
Path
Stone dust path
(if present)
Metal barrier (standalone
or on retaining wall)
Pavement Shared lane markings
Markings
Crossing signs
Map sign / kiosk
Signage
Gateway marker
Interpretive signage
New trees
Planting

Preserved trees
Lawn strip
Benches

Amenities

Trash cans
Bike racks

Other

Drainage inlet / catch
basin

Figure 48. Table of maintenance considerations
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Maintenance
First, ensure that pavements are installed correctly. Conduct
maintenance as needed to keep paths and sidewalks safe and ADA
accessible (firm and stable). Inspect surfaces, particularly after
winter, for cracks, spalling, settled areas, and tree root damage.
Repair if damage is likely to expand and/or contribute to accidents.
Fill ruts and holes wherever found. Develop a resurfacing plan.
Regularly sweep away vegetation debris and dirt to keep the path
clear of obstacles. Wash away graffiti as needed. Keep vegetation
trimmed away from path.
Wet, reshape, and recompact stone dust paths biannually to
maintain firm and stable surface.
Regularly inspect for structural integrity and replace as needed.
Keep clear of vegetation. Wash graffiti as desired.
Restripe or respray thermoplastic as needed to ensure markings
are legible.
Trim vegetation away and wash away dirt from signage as needed
to ensure legibility. Replace if vandalized or if damaged so that text
and map are unreadable.
Stake and water for at least one year. Water daily for the first two
weeks after planting, twice weekly in the Spring/Fall and at least
three times per week in Summer.
Develop maintenance plan for tree preservation that includes
pruning, mulching, and decompaction as needed.
Mow, revegetate, and water as needed.
Regularly monitor and clean of debris, graffiti, gum and any other
waste.
Ensure regular trash collection. Inspect for damage. Clean dirt and
grime. Remove graffiti and stickers.
Inspect for damage. Clean dirt and grime. Remove graffiti and
stickers. Replace following dislocation or damage that makes rack
unusable.
Periodically clear away vegetation and sediment to maintain system
function.

PRELIMINARY COST OPINIONS & CONSIDERATIONS
The following section contains planning-level cost opinions for the base concept of the trail in addition to
work that must be incorporated into the existing improvement projects for the Powdermill Brook and Arm
Brook Dams. The costs for the base project are separated according to the preestablished segments, and
assumptions for each segment are described in the next few pages followed by the estimates.
Each segment’s planning level cost opinion includes estimated quantities and costs for site preparation,
excavation and embankment, trail construction, wheelchair ramps, curbing, street furniture, pavement markings
and signage, and more. More general costs are provided for underground utility modifications, landscaping,
removal of contaminated soils, drainage modifications, and turf establishment and erosion control. Depending
on the segment, costs are also estimated for likely required bridges, retaining walls, pedestrian railings and
fencing, railroad inspection services/flagging, street lighting adjustments, and trail lighting.
None of the segments include costs for environmental permitting, wetland mitigation, easements, property
acquisitions, or removal and location of private property, except for utility poles in Segment 2.

Segment 1 – Women’s Temperance Park to Montgomery/Prospect/
Crown Intersection
The segment from Women’s Temperance Park to Montgomery/Prospect/Crown intersection is approximately
one-half mile long and will require extensive structural components based on the current alignment.
Provided in the cost estimate for this section are a curb extension to replace the west-most lane of North Elm
Street (Route 202), a 14’ wide cement concrete trail and 8’ wide planted buffer within the curb extension,
a new wheelchair ramp and Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs) at the crosswalk adjacent to
Women’s Temperance Park, and reconstruction of the adjacent west side brick sidewalk to remain. The
remaining section of North Elm Street will include two 11’ southbound travel lanes with 1’ shoulders on each
side. The curb extension will result in relocation and adjustment of several drainage structures, which is
accounted for in the drainage lump sum percentage.
The portion of the trail which skirts Old Pochassic Street, traverses the attached parking lots, and utilizes the
existing arch underpass is assumed to include one new wheelchair ramp, pavement milling and overlay, and
painted buffers with planters to provide separation with vehicle traffic. Next, the trail is planned to include a
switchback ramp on property currently owned by the Pioneer Valley Railroad. Regardless of the size of the
switchback ramp, the existing one-story structure north of the arch underpass likely needs to be demolished,
while the scale will need to be relocated. To minimize the amount of property acquisition required, the
switchback structure is currently assumed be a reinforced concrete girder type structure to include eight 30’
long ramps, four 10’ long landings, and three switches to provide an elevation gain of 20’.
Note that the cost of the switchback structure may be reduced if designed to only have one switch and two
longer straightaways due to the additional cost per switch, though this would require purchasing additional land
from the railyard. Furthermore, a one switch structure could be built at an even lower cost if retaining walls and
fill are used as the underpinnings to the ramps and landings.
In order to cross the Pioneer Valley Railroad tracks, the trail must utilize a 12’ wide and 100’ long bridge
adjacent to the Pochassic Street Bridge, which would most likely be a prefabricated steel truss structure,
similar to the structure crossing Main Street along the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail. The cost of this structure
was estimated by calculating the cost per square foot of the Main Street Bridge, escalating the cost to 2021,
and using the assumed square footage of the new bridge planned for the trail. The cost of the switchback
structure was estimated in the same way, except for the application of a scale factor of 0.87 seen for approach
structures compared to main spans on other similar projects.
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After the bridge, the trail will turn north and follow a wooded hillside between the railroad tracks and the rear
of the Montgomery Street properties. This stretch is approximately 1100’ long and is assumed to include a
mechanically stabilized earth retaining wall with an average height of 15’ on the east side, a drainage swale
along the trail on the west side, and a 2:1 engineered slope from the drainage swale up to the property lines.
This area, based on parcel and topography maps, is assumed to be 40’ wide and include 23’ of elevation drop
on average from the property lines to the railroad tracks. This portion of the trail will heavily rely on the Pioneer
Valley Railroad’s willingness to have a retaining wall adjacent to or slightly offset from their railyard, which
occasionally hosts railcars with hazardous cargo. A pedestrian railing is also estimated here, but the Pioneer
Valley Railroad may require a more secure barrier at additional cost depending on how close the trail runs to
the railyard.
Note that any work completed within or 75’ from the rail right of way will likely require two inspectors/flaggers
for the duration of construction, who typically cost $1500 per day per employee. Based on the amount of work
in the vicinity of the railroad, this cost will be substantial and has thus been included in the estimate.
The last portion of Segment 1 includes connecting the trail through the woods to Montgomery Street via
the Prospect Hill Apartments parking lot. The estimate incorporates the cost of a neighborhood greenway
treatment along the parking lot and a new ramp at Montgomery Street.
Trail lighting is also assumed along the entire segment, which represents a significant cost based on the typical
value of $1M per mile seen on similar projects. This general cost includes light fixtures, foundations, conduit
and other associated elements. Not included in this segment are costs to remove or relocate railroad company
property and structures or provide any emergency call boxes, which may be desired along the wooded portion
of the trail.

Segment 2 – Montgomery Street
The segment along Montgomery Street between the Prospect Hill Apartments and Westfield High School is
approximately 0.95 miles long and generally consists of a side path along the west side of the roadway to
avoid the majority of existing utility poles. The right of way for Montgomery Street is typically 38-43’ wide, so
the cross section will ideally consist of a 10’ wide asphalt shared use path on the west side of the road, a 4’
lawn strip, a 24’ wide roadway, and the existing utility corridor, which is approximately 10’ wide.
Since the existing roadway is approximately 28’ wide, the estimate assumes that 4’ of one side of the roadway
will be removed and replaced with granite curbing and a grass buffer. The reduction in cross section and
addition of curbing along Montgomery Street will likely necessitate full-depth reconstruction along the new
curb line, milling and overlay of the entire rest of the roadway to relocate the crown to the new center, and
upgrading and expansion of the closed drainage system along Montgomery Street, especially in the vicinity
of the high school where drainage infrastructure is lacking. Note that drainage costs were more carefully
considered for this segment due to the higher cost of a roadway closed drainage system. The estimated cost
of the new drainage system takes into consideration the addition of new catch basin pairs every 400’, one new
manhole for each pair, new 24” reinforced concrete pipe for half the corridor, sawcutting, and density fill.
At the northern end of the corridor between Pine Street and the high school, the utility poles are located on the
west side of the roadway. In order to avoid the expensive relocation of approximately 11 utility poles, the side
path will transfer over to the east side of the roadway between Pine Street and the high school. The crossing
at Pine Street will utilize two new wheelchair ramps and RRFBs in conjunction with a crosswalk. Unlike
other segments of the trail, no trail lighting cost is estimated for this segment, but replacement of existing
street luminaires mounted to utility poles plus the addition of new luminaires along the corridor is estimated.
Additionally, new ramps are expected at the three Montgomery Street crossings, located at Prospect Hill
Apartments, Edgewood Street, and the high school, as well as each local street crossing along the west side.
The three Montgomery Street crossings are assumed to have RRFBs.
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Segment 3 – Westfield High School to Westfield Dog Bark
The segment between the Westfield High School parking lot at Montgomery Street and Westfield Dog Bark
along Lockhouse Road via the Powdermill Brook Dam is approximately 1.2 miles long, or 1.5 miles long if a
supplemental bypass along Edgewood Street is constructed. The estimate for this segment generally takes into
account an asphalt side path along the high school access roadway, an asphalt trail along the existing dirt path
north of the baseball fields and track and through the woods to the utility corridor north of Edgewood Street,
an asphalt trail along the utility corridor to the Powdermill Brook Dam, an asphalt trail along the proposed top
elevation of the dam, a 12’ wide and 106’ long prefabricated steel truss bridge over the proposed labyrinth
weir of the dam’s auxiliary spillway, additional asphalt trail along the dam’s top elevation, asphalt trail along the
Pioneer Valley Railroad along with retaining walls and regrading, an at-grade railroad crossing at Twiss Street,
retaining walls and fill to bring an asphalt section of trail under a second barrel of the existing Massachusetts
Turnpike underpass adjacent to the Pioneer Valley Railroad, and an asphalt trail along the bottom of the
turnpike embankment to meet up with Lockhouse Road.
The Edgewood Street option adds approximately 1,600’ of length to Segment 3 of the trail but would provide
a relatively inexpensive alternative to the high school portions of the trail that would likely be utilized by
commuters to avoid an additional 4,400’ of travel. This section would utilize 1,200 feet of Edgewood and would
only require 400’ of additional asphalt trail construction along the utility corridor to meet up with the planned
trail route again. The costs for the Edgewood option reflect the 400’ of asphalt trail and sign and pavement
markings warning drivers of the potential for trail users on the low-volume, low-speed roadway. A crosswalk,
ramp, and RRFBs are already incorporated into the cost for Segment 2 since the neighborhood residents
would likely need a connection anyways to the side path along Montgomery Street.
The potential for the trail traversing the Powdermill Brook Dam is dependent upon the ability to tie in the
required trail infrastructure to the dam project, assumed to be Alternative 2 in available plans, consisting of
raising the top of dam elevation by two feet and adding a 106-foot-wide, 4-cycle labyrinth weir. Based on the
plans, the top of dam elevation will consist of a 14’ wide flat area which is theoretically wide enough to hold
the trail with safety fencing, while the labyrinth weir could be spanned by a prefabricated truss since the top of
dam elevation is seven feet higher than the weir. The trail and bridge require additional structural analysis to
determine their feasibility, and their costs do not reflect additional structural upgrades to the dam to hold the
trail, fencing, lighting, and bridge.
The stretch of trail between the top of dam elevation and Twiss Street is located on a slope along the Pioneer
Valley Railroad, and the estimate for this stretch accounts for an asphalt trail along a seven-foot-tall retaining
wall with a small swale on the opposite side of the trail. At Twiss Street and the at-grade railroad crossing, two
ramps are required in addition to safety signage. Currently, no further safety improvements such as crossing
bars are estimated here, but railroad inspection services by two employees for one month are added to
account for the work within and near the right of way.
The section of trail utilizing the turnpike underpass is assumed to be accomplished through a ramp from the
elevation of Twiss Street up to the underpass elevation as well as structural fill and a series of retaining walls,
including a taller one between the railroad and the trail and a shorter one on the opposite side of the trail.
Further structural analysis is required to determine the feasibility of using the existing underpass.
The last portion of Segment 3 involves a turn along the north side of the turnpike to follow the bottom of the
embankment to Lockhouse Road. This segment can likely be completed with minor clearing and regrading. A
security fence would be required along the trail between the trail and the embankment for the turnpike. Lighting
is assumed to be included along the entire length of the trail-only sections of Segment 3 due to the many
wooded sections. Emergency call boxes may also be desirable in this location but are not currently included in
the estimate. A crosswalk, two ramps, and an RRFB are also assumed to be included at Lockhouse Road.
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Segment 4
Segment 4 was originally estimated for the Arm Brook Dam and Kittredge Drive neighborhood. However, given
neighbors’ opposition to this route segment, the route alignment requires reassessment. An estimate is not
included for this segment.

General Assumptions and Exclusions – All Estimates
•

Unit prices are based on historical bid pricing from MassDOT (District 2 and All Districts), using the
most recent available data from this time period, and engineering judgment.

•

The opinion does not include environmental permitting, wetland mitigation, easement, property
acquisition, or removal and relocation of private structures.

•

The opinion does not include construction administration and inspection services, with the exception of
inspection services and flagging from the railroad operator along Segments 1 and 3.

•

The opinion does not include public outreach, funding planning, or client management services.

•

Lump sum percentages for Underground Utility Modifications, Landscape, Removal of Contaminated
Soils, Drainage Modifications/Adjustments, Trail Lighting, Turf Establishment and Erosion Control,
Mobilization, and Temporary Traffic Control are based on typical values for trail construction projects,
with additional consideration of the values estimated and bid for the Columbia Greenway Extension
Project.

•

The Underground Utility Modifications and Drainage Modifications/Adjustments lump sum unit prices
assume minor modifications and potential conflicts, except along Segment 2 where more extensive
drainage improvements will coincide with Montgomery Street roadway reconstruction.

•

Assume straight escalation percentage per year based on 2021 cost to the estimated mid-point of
construction. Note that the actual market conditions and construction year and duration may vary,
especially if the project is constructed in separate phases. Also note that Toole Design recommends
that escalation be reevaluated closer to the expected period of construction given current market
volatility.

Disclaimer

This opinion of probable construction cost was developed by identifying pay items and establishing quantities
based on the current preliminary design. Additional pay items have been assigned approximate lump sum
prices based on a percentage of the anticipated construction cost. Preliminary cost opinions include a 30%
contingency to cover items that are undefined or are typically unknown prior to final design. Unit costs are
based on 2021-2022 dollars and were assigned based on historical cost data from MassDOT and regional
bid tabs. This cost opinion does not include easement and right-of-way acquisition; permitting, inspection, or
construction management, or the cost for ongoing maintenance. This cost opinion is provided for the Client’s
information, and is based on the design professional’s recent experience, adjusted for factors known at the
time of preparation. Toole Design Group, LLC has no control over the cost of labor and material, competitive
bidding, or market conditions; and makes no warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the accuracy of the
opinion as compared to actual bids or cost to the Client.
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Preliminary Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Westfield Multiuse Trail Feasibility Study
Preliminary Concept - Segment 1
Women's Temperance Park to Montgomery /
Prospect / Crown Intersection (0.5 mi)

Prepared By: JBG
Date: 4/5/2022
Checked By: MAB

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Clearing & Grubbing, Demolition, and Site Preparation
New Pavement
Pavement Milling & Overlay
Bituminous Trail
Non-cement Concrete Sidewalk
Cement Concrete Sidewalk
Curb Ramps
Granite Curbing
Misc Street Furniture
Pavement Markings and Signage
Excavation
Embankment
Bridge - Main Span
Bridge - Approach Spans / Switchback Structure
Retaining Wall
Pedestrian Railing
RRFBs
Underground Utility Modifications (2%)
Landscape (2%)
Railroad Inspectional Services/Flagging
Removal of Contaminated Soils (1%)
Drainage Modifications/Adjustments (1%)
Trail Lighting
Turf Establishment and Erosion Control (3%)

$168,300
$4,070
$33,820
$77,000
$31,860
$34,840
$20,640
$27,280
$49,110
$9,290
$258,300
$358,500
$706,200
$1,915,800
$1,988,000
$154,000
$15,000
$117,000
$88,000
$547,500
$58,000
$58,000
$397,727
$175,000

Mobilization (5%)
Temporary Traffic Control (1.5%)
SUBTOTAL =

$365,000
$109,000
$7,767,237

30% CONTINGENCY =

$2,330,171

15% DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING =

$1,514,611

TOTAL =

$11,612,020

YEARS UNTIL CONSTRUCTION ( 2030 Construction Year) =
ESCALATION (4.0%/YEAR) =
GRAND TOTAL COST =

8
$3,715,846
$15,327,866

CONTINGENCIES
DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING

ESCALATION

General Assumptions and Exclusions:
1. The amount shown for railroad inspectional services/flagging assumes 2 inspectors/flaggers on site for a period of
approximately 6 months. Each inspector/flagger is assumed to cost $1500 per day. The actual cost may vary based on the
actual time of construction and the amount of construction within or adjacent to (within 75') of the railroad right of way.
2. The opinion for Segment 1 does not include overhead utility adjustments or existing street light adjustments.The Trail
Lighting line item pertains to new lighting, conduit, etc. exclusive to the trail.
3. Bridge lump sum cost includes substructure (foundations, columns, abuttments, etc.), superstructure (beams, girders,
truss, deck slab), wearing surface, and railing. Bridge lump sum costs are based on an average of recently constructed local
bridge costs per square footage of the bridge deck escalated to the year 2021 at 4% per year. The main span over the
railroad is assumed to be a 12' wide prefabricated steel truss bridge, while the switchback structure is assumed to be a
series of reinforced concrete girder spans at 10' wide with 8 30' long ramp segments and 3 switchbacks. The switchback
structure is assumed to cost 87% of the cost of the main span. Actual cost may vary based on the final design of the
switchback ramp. Additional cost savings may be realized by purchasing additional land from the railroad operator for a one
switchback type structure, and even furthermore by using retaining walls with fill for a single switchback ramp.
This is a preliminary opinion of probable construction cost. Toole Design Group, LLC has no control over the cost of labor and
material, competitive bidding, or market conditions; and makes no warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the accuracy of
the opinion as compared to actual bids or cost to the Client. See full “Disclaimer” on page 54.
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Preliminary Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Westfield Multiuse Trail Feasibility Study
Preliminary Concept - Segment 2
Montgomery Street (0.95 mi)

Prepared By: JBG
Date: 4/5/2022
Checked By: MAB

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Clearing & Grubbing, Demolition, and Site Preparation
New Pavement
Pavement Milling & Overlay
Bituminous Trail
Curb Ramps
Granite Curbing
Misc Street Furniture
Pavement Markings and Signage
Excavation
Embankment
RRFBs
Street Light Modifications/Adjustments
Underground Utility Modifications (2%)
Landscape (2%)
Removal of Contaminated Soils (1%)
Drainage Modifications/Adjustments
Turf Establishment and Erosion Control (3%)

$43,500
$37,620
$239,380
$232,500
$123,860
$380,190
$53,410
$34,290
$60,330
$51,670
$60,000
$97,590
$19,000
$19,000
$13,000
$615,000
$38,000

Mobilization (5%)
Temporary Traffic Control (3%)
SUBTOTAL =

$106,000
$64,000
$2,288,340

30% CONTINGENCY =

$686,502

15% DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING =

$446,226

TOTAL =

$3,421,068

YEARS UNTIL CONSTRUCTION ( 2030 Construction Year) =
ESCALATION (4.0%/YEAR) =
GRAND TOTAL COST =

8
$1,094,742
$4,515,810

CONTINGENCIES
DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING

ESCALATION

General Assumptions and Exclusions:
1. The Street Light Modifications/Adjustments line item assumes replacing the existing utility pole mounted lighting with new
luminaires. Note that no lighting lump sum for independent trail lighting is provided for this segment.
2. Drainage Modifications/Adjustments assumes new catch basins, manholes, 24" RCP Pipe, sawcutting, and backfilling along
Montgomery Street due to new curbing and grading.
This is a preliminary opinion of probable construction cost. Toole Design Group, LLC has no control over the cost of labor and material,
competitive bidding, or market conditions; and makes no warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the accuracy of the opinion as
compared to actual bids or cost to the Client. See full “Disclaimer” on page 54.
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Preliminary Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Westfield Multiuse Trail Feasibility Study
Preliminary Concept - Segment 3
Westfield High School to Westfield Dog Bark
(1.2 mi) (1.5 mi with Edgewood Option)
DESCRIPTION

Prepared By: JBG
Date: 3/24/2022
Checked By: MAB

AMOUNT

Clearing & Grubbing, Demolition, and Site Preparation
Bituminous Trail
Curb Ramps
Misc Street Furniture
Pavement Markings and Signage
Excavation
Embankment
Retaining Wall
Cedar Rail Fence
Bridge Railing
Chain-Link Fence
RRFBs

$468,900
$288,600
$27,520
$106,500
$13,600
$197,750
$65,330
$940,000
$123,300
$226,000
$136,000
$15,000

EDGEWOOD OPTION
Bituminous Trail
Excavation

$25,800
$14,860

POWDERMILL DAM WORK
Bituminous Trail
Excavation
Bridge - Main 100' Span over Spillway
Cedar Rail Fence

$54,000
$31,110
$680,520
$123,300

Underground Utility Adjustments (2%)
Landscape (2%)
Railroad Inspectional Services/Flagging
Removal of Contaminated Soils (1%)
Drainage Modifications/Adjustments (1%)
Trail Lighting
Turf Establishment and Erosion Control (3%)

$53,000
$53,000
$90,000
$35,000
$35,000
$1,200,000
$106,000

Mobilization (5%)
Temporary Traffic Control (1.5%)
SUBTOTAL =

$256,000
$77,000
$5,443,090

30% CONTINGENCY =

$1,632,927

15% DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING =

$1,061,403

TOTAL =

$8,137,420

YEARS UNTIL CONSTRUCTION ( 2030 Construction Year) =
ESCALATION (4.0%/YEAR) =
GRAND TOTAL COST =

8
$2,603,974
$10,741,394

CONTINGENCIES
DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING

ESCALATION

General Assumptions and Exclusions:
1. The amount shown for railroad inspectional services/flagging assumes 2 inspectors/flaggers on site for a period of
approximately 1 month. Each inspector/flagger is assumed to cost $1500 per day. The actual cost may vary based on the
actual time of construction and the amount of construction within or adjacent to (within 75') of the railroad right of way.
2. The opinion for Segment 3 does not include existing street light adjustments.
3. The Edgewood Option assumes utilization of the existing paved section of Edgewood Street and the construction of a stone
dust trail along the utility corridor to meet up with the main route of the trail where it intersects the utility corridor in the vicinity
of the Powermill Dam. This segment allows for the creation of a logical bypass to the portions of the trail in the vicinity of
Westfield High School.
4. Bridge lump sum cost includes substructure (foundations, columns, abuttments, etc.), superstructure (beams, girders, truss,
deck slab), wearing surface, and railing. Bridge lump sum costs are based on an average of recently constructed local bridge
costs per square footage of the bridge deck escalated to the year 2021 at 4% per year. The main span over the labyrinth weir of
the Powdermill Dam is assumed to be a 12' wide and 106' long prefabricated steel truss bridge at grade with the top elevation
of the dam.
5. The trail is assumed to utilize the top elevation of the dam, which, according to current plans for the Powdermill Dam
improvements, will be a minimum of 14' wide. This opinion does not include additional structural reinforcement to the dam to
support the trail, fencing, and prefabricated steel truss bridge. Plans for the Powdermill Dam are subject to change and any
requirements for the trail should be coordinated and built as part of the dam project.

This is a preliminary opinion of probable construction cost. Toole Design Group, LLC has no control over the cost of labor and
material, competitive bidding, or market conditions; and makes no warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the accuracy of
the opinion as compared to actual bids or cost to the Client. See full “Disclaimer” on page 54.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING
A desktop review of the study area was conducted as part of the existing conditions assessment. The purpose
of this review was to locate environmental resources that may be impacted by the project and to determine
required permits. The environmental review included data from the Natural Heritage & Endangered Species
Program (NHESP) database, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP), Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and United States Geological Survey (USGS). For this final report,
environmental review and permits are focused on the preferred route.
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Figure 49. Map of flood zones, habitat, and other environmental resources that affect permitting

Wetlands and Flood Permitting

Westfield’s Conservation Commission locally administers the state Massachusetts Wetlands Protection
Act (MGL c.131 § 40) (WPA) and implementing regulations (310 CMR 10.00). The WPA requires the filing
of a Notice of Intent (NOI) for work in or near wetland areas as defined in the WPA, though a Request for
Determination of Applicability (RDA) may be submitted to determine Conservation Commission jurisdiction.
•
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For Segment 1, Women’s Temperance Park and a portion of North Elm Street fall within the WPAdefined 200-foot Riverfront Area of the Westfield River. However, the activities proposed in this area
are minor. The City may submit an RDA to the Conservation Commission for work along N. Elm Street
alone, as that work will not meaningfully change the previously developed space and may improve
infiltration along the roadway through planted buffer space. A Notice of Intent (NOI) is likely required for
additional pavement placed in the park for bike racks, but given added pavement is very minimal, it may

be prudent to either discuss with the Conservation Commission first or submit the change as part of the
RDA as well to determine if an NOI is needed.
•

Segment 2 does not include wetlands or buffer area.

•

In Segment 3, the top of the Powdermill Brook Dam falls within 100-foot buffer of a wetland/pond, so the
extent of changes along the dam will require a local NOI.

The preferred route mostly avoids FEMA regulated Special Flood Hazard Areas. While the trail as it runs along
the top of Powdermill Brook Dam is mapped outside of the Special Flood Hazard Area, the overall rehabilitation
of the dam will require an NOI.

Dam Permitting and Coordination

The rehabilitation of the Powdermill Brook Dam in Segment 3 will require several permits. These will likely be
coordinated through the rehabilitation project, which is run by the Flood Control Commission in partnership with
the Natural Resources Conservation Service. Typical dam permits that may apply for Powdermill Brook Dam
include:
•

WPA NOI, as previously described

•

Chapter 253 Dam Safety Permit as administered by the Department of Conservation and Recreation
(DCR) and Office of Dam Safety (ODS)

•

MA Environmental Policy Act Review as administered by the Executive Office of Energy and
Environmental Affairs (EEA). MEPA review may include Environmental Notification Form (ENF),
Expanded ENF (EENF), or an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

•

MA Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) 401 Water Quality Certification

It is important to communicate with representatives from the Flood Control Commission and Natural Resources
Conservation Service early to further analyze feasibility for incorporating the trail on top of the dam and to
determine what other permits are needed.

Natural Communities

NHESP Priority Habitats of Rare Species and Estimated Habitats of Rare Wildlife are located north of I-90
and east of Lockhouse Road, so within the area that is part of Segment 4 but outside the currently identified
alignment of the preferred route. No natural communities of conservation interest or Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACECs) are located along the preferred route. Thus, once a Segment 4 alignment is
identified and designed a Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA) project review filing will be needed,
but for Segments 1-3, a review filing and potential permit is not required.

Hazardous Waste Sites

Hazardous waste sites and public water supplies were mapped (see “Appendix B” on page 65) to determine
whether mitigation or protection may be necessary as part of a trail alternative. No hazardous water sites or
public water supply locations are located along the preferred route, though some were identified for the project
area as part of the existing conditions assessment. These are summarized within “Appendix B.”

Other Permits / Review

The following are some consideration for other levels of review that may be required for one or more segments
of the preferred route:
•

Large trees must be removed on the west side of Montgomery Street. Depending on the quantity of
trees over 14” diameter at breast height removed, a MEPA Environmental Notification Form may be
required for filing.

•

If State or Federal funding is pursued for trail construction, the Massachusetts Historic Commission
must review the project. While the trail is not currently expected to impact historic places or
archaeological resources, the map in “Figure 8. Cultural landmarks and demographics” on page 18
notes local historic properties and districts.
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Notes from Public Meeting 1
Meeting held November 17, 2021
Westfield Multiuse Trail Connector

Public Comments:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

A tunnel should be considered under I-90. It was done in…[follow up with Paul Salamone]
Need protected bike lanes with small barrier or change in road material as the unprotected bike lanes
aren’t safe enough with distracted drivers
Commenter rides East Mountain Road to Paper Mill Rd to Union Street. East of the airport is beautiful,
but there are a lot of cars going by, and the big challenge is getting up the hill from the river to MassPike.
There is a huge amount of space on Route 10 to create bike lanes, but concerned about protected bike
lanes as they don’t get plowed. It’s important to have winter use.
There is no such thing as Central Mass Rail Trail. It’s the Central Rail Trail. Southampton Greenway is the
name, and the Southampton Rail Trail was voted down.
Obvious choice is to use the dead rail line into a rail with trail connection. To not use it is aiming low
Others agree there should be much discussion on rail with trail
Agreed that riding should be an experience. There had been talk about a connection along Russellville
Road to the Brickyard Ponds area
Various neighborhoods up on Pochassic Rd and Notre Dame Street that a trail could connect to.
Generally want to advocate for these trails being built
The area is very dense up by the high school. There is funding that allows us to use the old train track
trail, while butting into route 10 seems like it would be butting onto people’s property and easements.
Support using the existing railway
On Southampton Greenway Committee. We may look behind the curve, but we’ve got things planned so
that we’re hoping to take advantage of construction funding in FY24. Where the old rail line meets Route
10, it runs west along Brickyard Rd [headed south] behind people’s houses. Can see that as a losing
battle. Prefer the connection along Route 10.
I live in the new condos on Lockhouse Rd on the corner of Twiss St. There are 6 duplexes and Forest
Glen townhouses next door. It’s a combination of residential and a lot of industrial. There’s so much
industry and a million trucks going through, and there’s no sidewalk. You’re basically landlocked unless
you’re driving. Anything that gets us safely toward downtown or Southampton is welcome. Trying to cross
Lockhouse Rd or Arch Rd is like taking your life in your hands. A dedicated trail would be a big help
through here. People think it’s spread out but in this area it’s tight and dense with residents.
Safety and comfort are key. On the southern end, the CSX rail tracks are a concern. In Northampton they
built a tunnel under the tracks, and that made a huge difference. Could that be an option for this trail?
The dams are open for use. 10-12 active trains run through Pioneer Valley Railroad, so that is something
to deal with, but the FOCGRT spent 2-3 hours with Pioneer Valley and they’re open to use of their line
Are the funding sources for rail with trail and trail along a road mutually exclusive? (Clarification was given
that the Route 10 shared use path is going ahead regardless as it’s a separate project)

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Opposed to bidirectional path along Southampton Road over bike lanes, as people riding on the sidewalk
will think that cars respect them while turning cars won’t be paying attention. Prefer bike lanes with drivers
merging into the shoulder
Connecting to the schools is important. The FOCGRT really focused on access across the turnpike. The
50-60 berm on the southern end of the trail is an issue
From Craig: this is the longest interstate trail and part of a larger initiative with scores of rail with trail
projects. This is big, and we need to aim high. I am reassembling the dead railroad between Northampton
and Boston for trail. It’s the densest network of dead steam railroad, not counting the dead trolley
mileage. Can’t put people out on Route 10
The active rail is good condition. Pioneer Valley is class I or class II, may be 20 mph, a slow train. They’re
proud of their track
There’s an ideal direction and a pragmatic direction. I feel like the rail route is a neat project if complete,
but there’s also a need to minimize pain points along roadways and patch together a solution from
streets. Where are the roads that are rideable and the roads that are not rideable? Once you get to
Hampton Ponds, it’s nice up there.
How can a trail be fully useable if not maintained in winter?
Is heating the roadway a possibility?

City Responses during Meeting:
•

•

•
•
•

The state is going forward with putting a 10-foot multiuse trail on the west side of Southampton Road
going up to North Road. The railway is active to North Road, but beyond that it’s not active, and there’s
nothing along the rail line to connect to in that area.
Someone mentioned that there’s a lot of pavement on Southampton Road. The problem is there are a lot
of turning movements in the roadway. MassDOT was going to pursue bike lanes, but cars are using the
shoulder a lot for turns, so the conflict drove them to a trail on the west side.
We’re considering where are the desired points to connect people to
Go to City’s active projects page for more info on the Route 10 updates.
Agreed that the City does have to be more pragmatic. Winter use is not something the City really focuses
on, but maybe we need to relook at that
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Public Outreach
Toole Design introduced the project in a public meeting on November 17, 2021. The meeting was held virtually on
Zoom and was attended by 47 people. The City gave a welcome, Toole Design gave a short presentation, and
the remainder of the time was filled with comments and questions from attendees. The notes from that meeting
are included as an attachment to this memorandum. A few items people commented on included:
•
•
•
•

the need for safe and comfortable connections
the desire to connect off-road through open space
the desire to connect on-road but with separation from cars, whether through sidewalks or separated
bike lanes
the need to think bigger about the trail as part of a regional network and that the trail should follow the
Pioneer Valley Railroad right-of-way for its full length

An online survey was also posted November 5 and advertised through the City’s website and twitter accounts and
through flyers distributed at:
•
•
•
•

Westfield City Hall and Engineering
Department
Shaker Farms Country Club - Columbia
Greenway Parking Lot Kiosk
Shaker Road Crossing Kiosk
Main Street Access Ramp Kiosk (near Stop
& Shop)

•
•
•
•

White Street at Main Street Kiosk
Church Street Commons Kiosk (Gas Light
District)
Women's Temperance Park Kiosk
Westfield Dog Bark Park

The Friends of the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail advertised the survey, and it was discussed in the public
meeting as well. Nineteen responses had been received before the meeting, and after the meeting participation in
the survey rose to a total 162 completed responses. The survey was closed December 2, 2021.
The questions and results of the survey are attached in this memorandum following the meeting notes. Some
observations are as follows:
•
•

•
•

Response demographics skewed heavily white (89%), male (62%), and middle-aged to senior (74% aged
45 or older)
Approximately 64% of respondents were from Westfield and 25% from other Massachusetts locations,
mostly municipalities in Hampshire, Hamden, and Worcester counties. Approximately 10% of respondents
were based in Connecticut, two people were from New York, and one respondent was from Wisconsin.
People who walk are more likely to like or feel safe where they walk while of the people who bike, more
wish their route were safer or more pleasant. See percentage breakdowns in the attachment.
When asked what destinations people would like to reach by walking/biking:
o Sixteen (16) people listed Stanley Park
o Twenty-one (21) people mentioned Westfield’s Downtown
o Approximately thirty (30) people would like to travel to the north side of Westfield, to
Southampton, and north to Northampton / West Springfield.
o Several people identified destinations such as grocery stores, parks, restaurants either
specifically or in general.
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•

•

•

•
•

When asked where people walk or bike and have concerns about safety:
o Over twenty (20) people alluded to concerns about high traffic roads in general, with a few people
mentioning the lack of separation between cars and people on bikes.
o Route 10/202 was mentioned approximately 15 times, the most of any response. Western
Avenue, Route 9, and Route 20 were also listed multiple times.
o Approximately five (5) mentioned feeling unsafe on the bike trail, particularly at night or if it is
deserted.
When asked how people would use a trail that connects from the Columbia Greenway Rail trail north to
Southampton Road, the majority (85%) of respondents mentioned for bike riding for recreation and for
nature experience / enjoying scenery (57%).
Opportunities to walk or ride fully separated from cars is what appears to matter most to the majority of
people about the potential trail, followed by opportunities to access existing trails and open spaces.
However, three survey respondents pointed to the fact that this question (#14) was not given proper
instructions as to whether 1 or 6 was the highest ranking.
Thirty-one (21%) of respondents would like to travel to or take their kids to school via a trail.
Finally, when asked what else they would like to share:
o Over 5 people mentioned the trail connection as part of a regional route or route connecting to
New Haven, CT, and 3 people referred to the trail as a potential economic generator.
o Six (6) people expressed a desire for the trail to follow the rail line.
o Approximately 5 people commented on the need to get an off-road connection in general, some
referring specifically to the desire for something scenic
o Four (4) people would like to see toilets provided
o Others provided connection options they would like to see

Again, please see the attachment after the public meeting notes for a full report on each question.

Next Steps
This record of existing conditions is to be used for the next phase of work, the evaluation of potential trail route
alternatives. The alternatives will be presented to the public in January 2022 with the preliminary evaluation given.
Public feedback will be sought before an alternative is recommended as preferred and developed further for the
final feasibility study.
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Notes from Public Meeting 2
Meeting held January 19, 2022
Westfield Multiuse Trail Connector
Frank O’Brien:
• Route C is a non-starter
• Disappointed that we can’t use the rail trail
• A is the most prominent
• Get cost estimate
Carmel:
• Is there something the City can offer to get access to the railyard?
o Mark: Need to address Pioneer Valley Railroad (PVRR) concerns
Kate:
•
•

With PVRR there is a lot of safety and governmental oversight
I walked that area with Jeremy. PVRR is very concerned whether there is enough space. Is there a plan
for if we can’t use the railroad space? The high priority is safety.
Mark: There is a lot of concern but we’ll be working further with PVRR
Mary Ann Babinski
• High priority is safety, CSX, Federal Railroad Administration
• For Powdermill and Arm Brook dams, have we had input from the Flood Control Commission?
• I use Lockhouse Road as a walker. People are trying to walk from near Twiss Street
• Bring down Sunset Drive on corner of Route 10/202
Mark:
• Both dams being evaluated for enhancements, in both we’ve talked about a trail
• The flood commission in favor, but it comes down to details
Mary Ann:
• How should the slope/incline near neighborhood be addressed?
• People will look for an easy way to get out by Sunset Drive and by Woodside Drive
Mark:
• The proposed dam enhancements continue straight across the spillway. We will address with
neighborhood engagement
• We are not ignorant to issues with Southampton Road
Mary Ann:
• What will the connection be like to get from Women’s Temperance to Old Pochassic
Mark:
•

Take the western lane, potentially raised from road level.

Matt:
•
Mark:
•
•

The far most right-hand land ends up turning onto Pochassic Road and a lot of people turning onto
Orange Street
A lot of people are using to get around other traffic
Can help to reduce speeding

Craig:
• I used to work for railroad companies, been involved for 25+ years. Am the Executive Director of
Norwottuck Network
• It would be better if we were included with direct conversations
• A couple of things that may not be considered by current rail access:
o Recreational use statutes govern what is in use for public access. Both utilities and railroads, if
they open up their land they have no liability issues
o DOT wants to see these get built. Bridges are getting rebuilt every month on network that’s being
developed
• The money available here will shock you
• This project will connect New Haven and Northampton
o Will have further conversation with the railroad. Might bring you in to see if their mind-frame might
be adjustable
Jonathan:
• I want to reiterate a thank you
• Women’s Temperance Park was one of my concerns in the last public hearing
• Taking away a lane is a creative solution and can slow traffic down, I really like that solution
• Regarding on-street or street adjacent & neighborhood streets, what type of facilities would be used?
Separation is my preference
Mark:
• We haven’t gotten to that detail
• It is a busy road so would think that we’d look to have a separated multi-use trail and try to go all the way
to high school
• Once on the side streets those are pretty quiet so probably suitable for use of pavement
Joseph:
• Commissioner of off-street parking, if anything we can do please let us know
• Westfield rail trail is great the way it is, don’t see why we need to go wherever else
Carmel:
• I am rooting for option A due to connections with schools
• Route C is a difficult project to get much buy-in on. But just thinking about that realizing that we’re
excluding that neighborhood
Matt:
•

Like Mark said, just this study is sparking conversations and comments about West Springfield. There is
talk opening up about that
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•

Just completed a new traffic signal at Springdale and Union and new sidewalks. We would have to
reconfigure with Route C trail

Kathleen
• Is there an opportunity for grant money? Who applies for grants?
Toole
• Yes, will look at that over implementation
Matt
• It is similar to what’s been done over Columbia Greenway Rail Trail
Mark:
• So far applying for grants has been done through the engineering department
Mary Ann:
• Has anyone ever thought of a 4-way stop?
Mark: We have
Mary Ann:
• I know the water department has thought about right of way along Springdale Road, for wells 1 & 2 &
pipeline
• Could get off of slope
Mark:
• I will be looking to build consensus
o I will be retiring so will try to set this up so it has some legs to move when I’m gone
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Notes from Public Meeting 3
Meeting held February 22, 2022
Westfield Multiuse Trail Connector

Meeting Participation & Route Opposition
At least 76 zoom sign-ins appeared during the meeting, but commenters often had more than one person in the
room with them, so overall meeting participation is assumed to be over 80 people. Individuals who spoke were
generally in opposition to the preferred route alignment, though most said they supported a trail in another
location/configuration. One person mentioned that opposition via word of mouth is very high. Nick Morganelli, City
Councilor in Ward 1, said he’s never heard such an outcry. Twelve (12) people expressed in their comments
opposition to the trail through neighborhood streets, and a few of those people expressed concern about use of
Montgomery Street and N. Elm Street as well. A couple people did not speak at length but expressed opposition
when one person stated that most are in support of the project.

Discussion Themes
Background to Project / Where We are in Process






Columbia Greenway committee got involved in 2019 exploring how to extend north as part of the corridor
from Northampton down to New Haven. This is an extremely valued trail/shared use path, which is used
by those people who are allowed to use it, not just cyclists. The major gaps in this route are Southampton
and Westfield north. That’s why we all decided that we should take the time to look at the scope of this
project and came up with three proposals. Route A was at the moment probably the best way to do it. For
Kittredge Drive neighborhood, if they’re not happy we’re not going to do it anyway. We’ll start looking at
alternatives. If you can’t do it one way, you find another.
Mark Cressotti, City Engineer, stated that the value out of this effort is to figure out how to get from A to B
and to pinpoint constraints. There are only 3 ways to cross route 90 so that has limited the routes being
considered. The City is trying to connect sources of bike and pedestrian traffic to destinations.
Matt Gamelli, an engineer with the City, reiterated that we are in a feasibility study phase and nowhere
near to figuring out exactly what it would look like. Vetting ideas with neighborhood but nowhere near final
decision.

Communications



The comment was made that no one knew about this project and that the route was running through the
neighborhood.
Disappointment was also expressed via email that abutters were not informed.

Trail through Kittredge Dr/Barbara Street & Vote


As stated in beginning of notes, the majority of people who spoke were opposed to the trail running
through the neighborhood, though most also suggested they support trails in general.



Mark Cressotti, City Engineer, stated that they are not going to pursue a trail through the neighborhood
until at least 50% of the neighborhood support it. Mark also stated in a separate meeting that they are
open to other proposals.
o

o
o
o





Meeting attendees were interested in more clarity on what the 50% support meant, if they would
get a vote. Mark responded no vote would be held but that the conversation would continue and
future opportunity would be provided to residents to comment on alternatives. The City will take a
look at what can be done and how can we put funding resources in place to achieve some sort of
an identified route. Every effort would be made to have an in-person meeting.
One person expressed that it sounded like a petition is needed, and Mark agreed they could
pursue that.
Another person wanted to know if it’s just people directly abutting the trail or anyone in the
neighborhood who gets a say.
 City responded it’s the whole neighborhood not just direct abutters
Another individual asked who the point person would be going forward and when people will get
to see alternate proposals.
 Mark said he doesn’t have an answer on alternatives as he’s leaving, but the City will be
looking for how to avoid Kittredge Dr neighborhood. Certainly will be doing outreach and
discussing various proposals, and nothing’s going to happen overnight.

Mark also stated that it is not atypical for people to be concerned starting out. Western Ave had all the
same concerns and reasoning (snow, people at my door). Now they’re saying, what an enhancement to
my neighborhood. People’s opinions will change about the trail in years to come.
Mark stated the City does not act as an ogre against neighborhood concerns.
» One commenter said Kittredge Drive has seen the City do that. Sewer line went down the street.
Feel like we have no say and are just going to get told what’s going to happen.

Concerns about Use of Kittredge Dr/Barbara Street
•

•

Desire to know how many people might be going through neighborhood if trail built.
o City responded that 1500 people a day were counted along the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail in
the urban center when usage spiked during the pandemic.
o Someone stated that sounds like a lot
One commenter stated this is an old school family neighborhood with a lot of people who walk dogs,
joggers. In reality we have a lot of cars that speed up and down this street. How fast people drive needs
to be taken into consideration. Now gonna increase traffic with someone who’s a true cycler. How will that
be addressed?
»






Another commenter stated that bikes only go 10-15 mph and not super fast. A lot of what I heard
are existing conditions, that people [bikes/cars] are going too fast. A couple options: keep the
potholes, consider rumble strips.
I live right at the peak of the hill. People would be coming through what would be my yard, constantly.
Property values do go up for bike trail that is a separate trail with a tree buffer. Yes, as you ride by you’re
getting glimpses of people’s homes. Those are the ones that come up with studies [vs trails directly onstreet]. Want to reinforce that those are false analogies [to say property values will go up].
The hill is being ignored. People will be flying downhill and flying across Sunset and they’re going to get
hit or to hit someone.
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Crime




One individual spoke about being robbed. Crime has increased in this area.
Encountered someone Pilgrim/Plymouth. Siminy trail. Mention they’ve had their bike stolen, potted plants
stolen.
One commenter is concerned about her kids walking home from school and being alone at home for a
short time with an active bike path. Would the school provide bussing?

Safety along Montgomery Street/at Intersections








It’s crazy to be going along Montgomery Street. A child was killed at Crown/Prospect/Montgomery
intersection. There are a lot of dump trucks going through there.
» The Councilor also agrees with the commenter about the intersection being unsafe
» Toole Design responded to this comment saying that it’s awful someone was killed and that one
of the aims of our company’s work is to redesign intersections to make them safer
Nick Morganelli, City Councilor in Ward 1, expressed that bikes are vehicles, can be on the roadway, but
families should not be mixed with traffic, especially Southampton Road. Not against rail trail but
completely against rail trail being dumped onto a Main Road. Not sure what the people in Boston are
thinking about.
One commenter stated, I love the existing bike trail in Westfield. I grew up in Prospect Hill area and so am
very familiar with Prospect Hill, Montgomery St, and have concerns about phases of the route. Look like it
wants to connect up near New Corner in addition to Prospect Hill apartments. Montgomery is a narrow
street as it is. A lot of traffic on route with high school, buses, and people driving out to nearby towns.
Can’t compare to Western Ave, which is a more rural setting. I know I’d be scared taking kids of bike trail
along Montgomery Rd or DOT’s wisdom with Southampton Rd. Particularly with winter.
A student at Westfield State made responded to comments about people not wanting to use busy roads
by stating that traffic calming will help make the roads safer.

N. Elm Street







Two people expressed concern with shutting down a lane on N Elm
Mark, in response to a comment, said you’re right the City and Commonwealth spent considerable time
investing in downtown but we’ll be studying N Elm and what this means
» A lot of people further down at Orange Street said it’s difficult to get out of there
» People speed in right hand land just to clear through so don’t necessarily need the lane
In terms of getting to Women’s Temperance – whole reason we got a second bridge [was to expand
capacity] – so taking a lane not a great idea. Steep hill would really need a Memorial Drive (Cambridge)
type bridge for trail users.
One commenter, a student at Westfield State, said we don’t need 3 lanes of southbound traffic when
rightmost lane goes to Orange St and people just cut in at last second. Will create both a bike lane and a
traffic calming measure by taking away a lane.
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Southampton Road / Route 10/202




Mark stated that the State had wanted to just do pavement improvements along Southampton Road, but
the City pointed out what happens on that road operationally with left turns, and now MassDOT is
incorporating a multiuse trail.
City stated that Western Ave shared us path works with many crossings, has just as many breaks and
driveways.
» Another individual said Western Ave was not comparable as it’s more rural

Rail Trail/Pioneer Valley Railroad





One person commented that you’ve got to get Pioneer Valley Railroad to work with you and widen their
space. That’s the only feasible route north. Doesn’t make sense when existing rail is what rail trail is for.
Doesn’t make sense to go through back yards.
Another commenter stated that are also in support of the rail route.
City responded they have no temperament to be in an adverse position with Pioneer Valley Railroad. If
PVRR is not for using their space, we’re going to have to find another way to [route a trail].

Snow Maintenance



When asked what’s the plan for snow removal, City responded generally we don’t clear snow on off-road
paths. If it’s on-road adjacent, the policy is that we clear it like a sidewalk.
Commenter asks that extra consideration be given to where snow will be put with increased snowstorms

Parking


Is there any thought about people using the parking area near Southampton road elementary school?
» Mark: Needs further thought. Whatever we do will need to be in compliance with schools

Alternatives Proposed by Attendees






At least two commenters reiterated the railroad route as the best route
A few people stated they are not against the trail but would like to see other options.
Stay on Arm Brook reservoir and do not come over a levy. Come up on back side. Will have to do some
work in the woods. Come up on Servistar Road. A gentlemen mentioned that was swampland. It’s not
swampland. Very rutted. Come up on Servistar and connect with Southampton Rd.
» Another commenter agreed about going around the reservoir. The trail can be headed toward
soccer field at middle school. Would be in all woods and avoid traffic. Wouldn’t affect the
neighborhood. Kids used running path all the time.
Mark stated there’s merit in some of the alternatives so will look at those.

Connectivity/Regional Connection


One commenter stated he was coming in with the 10,000 foot view. Westfield is one of the big
challenges. What’s really important is connectivity. Where do you want to go? If it goes through Kittredge
or not I think it’s irrelevant. I do wonder a little bit about going up Lockhouse Rd. Also wonder about
interchange and coming out on Barnes Street. From perspective it’s how we route the major distance.
Half the time I’m on East Mountain Rd. We’ve heard a lot about Kittredge. When I look at this I’m
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concerned about Montgomery and trying to put trail on west side. Will impact street trees. In terms of Elm
Street it’s only 300 feet. If I had to hop off and walk I’d do that. What’s most expensive part, it’s the
switchback. What do we do to create a complete route and how do we make parts better. If we use state
route for now and later if Kittredge Dr wants to connect we can do that. Thinks Route 10 should have
separated bike lanes and not a path. How do we create connectivity that doesn’t just charge through
neighborhodos that we’re not ready for now?
Member of the Manhan Rail Trail committee stated that he understands all the work that went into this
option. One thing that we were doing now that our trail is in place already is to try to do connectors to
schools. [Route A] option is good in that it connects the schools. Southampton bike trail is already on the
DOT projects list. Pullman Rd to Sheldon’s Ice Cream on 10. This trail is critical trail as it’s one of only two
gaps in entire trail to Northampton to New Haven. Did any other options bring trail closer to Southampton
connector?
» Mark responded that all alternatives went from point A to point B
» So, commenter recognized there are still a few miles in the grand scheme
» Mark stated that the Commonwealth is designing project along route 10 from I-90 to North Rd.
Still will be a gap. That’s state highway. So anticipation is that the state will complete that gap.
Rail route coming out to route 10 at Sheldon’s is worst part. Current ride end to Hampton Ponds area is
nice and calm with County Rd and extension in East Park. East Mtn road south of 202 is very fast and
scary. State working on side of 202 along airport. A lot of shoulder space to work with. If eastern trail is
out of the way in the woods and not accessible, it creates a 3-season trail that’s not usable in the winter.
Would love to see full rail route someday. Real challenge is Women’s Temperance now to Route 202.
Covering gap is important.

Miscellaneous






As a board member of the Friends of Columbia Greenway Rail Trail, would love to not see the onus on
the Friends group to do education for this project and for the City to take on more of that.
One person stated that he is concerned this isn’t the time for this project with the budget crisis
One commenter mentioned the trail will become a potential escape route for people on dirt bikes
When asked whether there are plans to have lighting, Mark responded that’s to be determined.
From Councilor Morganelli: really have to consider phases, where does it go and how does that happen?
People like the idea of the bike trail just concerned about the neighborhood

Closing Statements




Mark thanked everyone. Your information is valuable and thank you for expressing obstacles we need to
work better to avoid. We will pick the most challenging issues like crossing I-90 and see what can be
achieved. There will be more opportunity for everyone to speak again.
Toole Design expressed a thank you, including for ideas you brought. We recorded your concerns and
will be including those in the report so they are carried forward to next phases.
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Report for Westfield Multiuse Trail
Connector: Survey #1
Response Counts
Completion Rate:

100%
Complete

162
Totals: 162

1

1. What race or ethnicity do you most strongly identify with?
100

80

Percent

60

40

20

0
Asian or Pacific
Islander

Latinx or
Hispanic

Value

Native
American or
Alaskan Native

White or
Caucasian

Other (please
specify)

Prefer not to
say

Percent

Responses

Asian or Pacific Islander

0.6%

1

Latinx or Hispanic

1.9%

3

Native American or Alaskan Native

0.6%

1

89.0%

138

Other (please specify)

1.3%

2

Prefer not to say

7.7%

12

White or Caucasian

Other (please specify)

Count

European American

1

bike rider

1

Totals

2

2

2. What is your gender identity?
3% Prefer not to say
1% Prefer to self-describe

35% Female

62% Male

Value

Percent

Responses

Female

35.1%

52

Male

61.5%

91

Prefer to self-describe

0.7%

1

Prefer not to say

2.7%

4
Totals: 148

Prefer to self-describe

Count

bike rider

1

Totals

1

3

3. What is your age?
10% 75 or older

1% Under 18
8% 18-24
7% 25-34

21% 65-74
11% 35-44

19% 45-54

24% 55-64

Value

Percent

Responses

Under 18

0.7%

1

18-24

8.1%

12

25-34

7.4%

11

35-44

10.7%

16

45-54

18.8%

28

55-64

23.5%

35

65-74

20.8%

31

75 or older

10.1%

15
Totals: 149

4

79
81 55.
5 0
12 91 0
2 3 0 .0
16 865 0
3 1 .0
20 820 0
3 9 .0
24 775 0
4 7 .0
28 730 0
5 5 .0
32 685 0
6 3 .0
36 640 0
7 1 .0
40 595 0
7 9 .0
44 550 0
8 7 .0
48 505 0
9 5 .0
53 460 0
0 3 .0
57 415 0
1 1 .0
61 370 0
1 9 .0
65 325 0
2 7 .0
69 280 0
3 5 .0
73 235 0
4 3 .0
77 190 0
5 1 .0
81 145 0
5 9 .0
85 100 0
6 7 .0
89 055 0
7 5 .0
93 010 0
8 2 .0
97 965 0
9 0 .0
10 92 0
19 0.
10 887 00
60 5.
68 00
30
.0
0

40

Percent

4. What is your zip code?
70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

5

5. How often do you walk for exercise or recreation, and why?

3% Never/infrequently. I’m not
interested or enjoy other activities
more.
13% Occasionally, but I’d walk
more if I had a more pleasant route
or felt safer.

43% Frequently, and I like/feel safe
where I walk.

12% Occasionally, and I like/feel
safe where I walk.

28% Frequently, but I wish my
route(s) were more pleasant or felt
safer.

Value

Percent Responses

Never/infrequently. I’m not interested or enjoy other activities
more.

3.2%

5

Never/infrequently. I’m interested, but it isn’t pleasant or
doesn’t feel safe to walk where I live or work.

1.9%

3

Occasionally, but I’d walk more if I had a more pleasant route
or felt safer.

12.9%

20

Occasionally, and I like/feel safe where I walk.

11.6%

18

Frequently, but I wish my route(s) were more pleasant or felt
safer.

27.7%

43

Frequently, and I like/feel safe where I walk.

42.6%

66
Totals: 155

6

6. Would you like to walk for transportation such as for running errands
or to work? If you’d like to but don’t now, what are the reasons? Select
all that apply.

4% I’d like to walk but don’t for
other reasons. (Please specify)
18% I’d like to walk but don’t
because the routes to where I want
to go don’t feel safe.

25% No, I don’t care about walking
to run errands or to commute to
work.

27% I’d like to walk but don’t
because the distance is too great.

23% Yes, I already walk for some
errands.
3% Yes, I already walk to work.

Value

Percent Responses

No, I don’t care about walking to run errands or to commute
to work.

25.0%

38

Yes, I already walk for some errands.

23.0%

35

2.6%

4

I’d like to walk but don’t because the distance is too great.

27.0%

41

I’d like to walk but don’t because the routes to where I want
to go don’t feel safe.

18.4%

28

3.9%

6

Yes, I already walk to work.

I’d like to walk but don’t for other reasons. (Please specify)

Totals: 152

7

I’d like to walk but don’t for other reasons. (Please specify)

Count

Don't live where this is possible

1

I don't walk in Westfield

1

I run/bike

1

I'd like to walk but don't because the distance is too great. I'd like to walk but don't
because the routes to where I want to go don't feel safe.

1

Prefer to BIKE

1

chemo right now

1

Totals

6

8

7. How often do you ride a bike for exercise or recreation?

26% Frequently, and I like/feel safe
where I bike.

7% Never/infrequently. I’m not
interested or enjoy other activities
more.
7% Never/infrequently. I’m
interested, but it isn’t pleasant or
doesn’t feel safe to bike where I
live or work.
10% Occasionally, but I’d bike
more if I had a more pleasant route
or felt safer.
13% Occasionally, and I like/feel
safe where I bike.

38% Frequently, but I wish my
route(s) were more pleasant or felt
safer.

Value

Percent Responses

Never/infrequently. I’m not interested or enjoy other activities
more.

7.2%

11

Never/infrequently. I’m interested, but it isn’t pleasant or
doesn’t feel safe to bike where I live or work.

6.6%

10

Occasionally, but I’d bike more if I had a more pleasant route
or felt safer.

9.9%

15

Occasionally, and I like/feel safe where I bike.

13.2%

20

Frequently, but I wish my route(s) were more pleasant or felt
safer.

37.5%

57

Frequently, and I like/feel safe where I bike.

25.7%

39
Totals: 152

9

8. Would you like to bike for transportation such as for running errands
or to work?

5% I’d like to bike but don’t for
other reasons. (Please specify)

24% I’d like to bike but don’t
because the routes to where I want
to go don’t feel safe.

15% I’d like to bike but don’t
because the distance is too great.

26% No, I don’t care about biking
to run errands or to commute to
work.

24% Yes, I already bike for some
errands.

7% Yes, I already bike to work.

Value

Percent Responses

No, I don’t care about biking to run errands or to commute to
work.

25.8%

39

Yes, I already bike for some errands.

23.8%

36

7.3%

11

I’d like to bike but don’t because the distance is too great.

14.6%

22

I’d like to bike but don’t because the routes to where I want to
go don’t feel safe.

23.8%

36

4.6%

7

Yes, I already bike to work.

I’d like to bike but don’t for other reasons. (Please specify)

Totals: 151

10

I’d like to bike but don’t for other reasons. (Please specify)

Count

Don't live in an area where this is possible

1

I'd like to bike but don't because the distance is too great. I'd like to bike but don't
because the routes to where I want to go don't feel safe.

1

There are not bike racks at all the places I would like to go.

1

hard to carry purchased items

1

no connection from Westfield to Easthampton

1

Totals

5

11

9. How else do you recreate or travel (outside a motor vehicle) within
Westfield?

26% Other (please specify)
30% Jog / run

3% Scooter
2% Skateboard
2% Rollerblade

38% Walk a pet

Value

Percent

Responses

Jog / run

29.8%

34

Walk a pet

37.7%

43

Rollerblade

1.8%

2

Skateboard

1.8%

2

Scooter

2.6%

3

26.3%

30

Other (please specify)

Totals: 114

Other (please specify)

Count

Bike

3

Walk

3

bicycle

2

Totals

29

12

Other (please specify)

Count

Atvn

1

Bicycle

1

Bicycle ride and walk

1

Bike!

1

Bike, xtry ski

1

Hike

1

Hike and swim

1

Hiking

1

Hiking, walk pets

1

I bike in Westfield

1

N/A

1

Snowshoe

1

Walk in the woods

1

Walking

1

cross-country ski

1

hike

1

once a week walk with friends

1

walk

1

walk occasionally with my granddaughter

1

walk, bike

1

ymca exercise classes for the most part. other than that, i walk with a small group
of friends once a week (half the time on various parts of the railtrail and half the
time elsewhere.

1

Totals

29

13

10. What destinations (parks, neighborhoods, services, etc) would you
like to reach by walking or biking?

restaurants school trails
easthampton southampton columbia
town bike
northampton
manhan
reach
greenway
haven
north westfield road ride
walking
businesses
food

stanley

park

rail

trail downtown

ResponseID Response
7

Stanley Park, Municipal Field Playground, Allen Park, Park Square. downtown
for food/errands

8

Stanley Park, Amelia Park, Grandmother's Garden.

12

I would like to be able to enjoy the entire Greenway trail by biking, also take
advantage of the newly available northern locations when possible.North
road

13

Easthampton / Southampton Rail Trail. Rt 5 in West Springfield/ Rt 9 in
Hadlkey.

18

would like to start exploring walking the northern parts of westfield

19

Columbia Greenway Rail Trail Stanley Park

21

YMCA

23

Stanley Park

26

It would be great to be able to bike all the way from Southampton to
downtown Westfield (e.g. Circuit Coffee)

28

Downtown businesses. Connection with Easthampton & Northampton

31

Stanley Park, downtown, Easthampton/Northampton

14

ResponseID Response
34

North side of Westfield

35

I would like to be able to reach the rail trails to the north and east of
Westfield via a bike/pedestrian way.

36

walking access from Birch Bluffs to the bike trail

42

Depot Square businesses (North Elm Butcher Block, Soups On, Munchy's),
Northside Creamery, Barnes Airport, downtown Easthampton, downtown
Northampton

44

Downtown

46

My work. Barnes municipal airport.

48

Work

50

Everywhere

51

I would like to be able to get to Stop and Shop in Westfield without having
to ride on route 10 and 202 when coming from Southampton

53

Shops and restaurants

59

The whole town

62

Lockhouse Road from turnpike cross to Elm, with crosswalk once the new
businesses built at tpke., Also Lockhouse out to Dog Bark because we like
Arm Brook Reservoir to walk. Walking down Arch/Lockhouse very dangerous,
trucks. Lots of apartments/condos.

65

I would like to see the greenway route completed as the complete 84 miles
from New Haven, CT to Northampton would be amazing. I have biked from
CT to Northampton, MA and riding on the road through Westfield is not
pleasant or safe.

68

Northampton

70

Northampton to New Haven and Back! ;-)

72

Stanley Park

78

Stanley Park;

79

Westfield State University, Amelia Park

82

Other towns, I frequent southwick via bike path in summer.

15

ResponseID Response
83

Any

88

Stanley Park Manhan Trail Southhampton and locations north South
Hadley/Mt. Holyoke College

92

i am looking forward to the railtrail being extended north out of westfield so
we can have some variety to our walks yet still not too far from our westfield
homes.

93

Stanley Park Downtown from campus Easthampton / Northampton West
Springfield

95

Connect to other bike trails safely to make long rides easier and more
convenient

96

Northampton

100

I really want the gaps in the trail closed. Would love it if the trail on top of
the Westfield River levee could be paved!

101

park, friends house, school

102

Downtown

105

Stanley Park, downtown

107

Parks, bars, food restaurants, family dollar, Westfield state

108

Parks, stores, food

109

Banks, grocery store

116

I want to be able to stay on the rail trail and connect north into
Southampton and beyond.

117

Would like to go from Westfield to Northampton

118

Grocery store

121

Downtown area; North Road both East and West sections; connect to
Manhan Trail etc.

124

Easthampton

125

The Esplanade Stanley Park

16

ResponseID Response
128

To the Rail Trail on-ramps by Stop & Shop and Big Y. Down- town
restaurants, bakeries, concerts, etc

133

Mainly interest in a comfortable connection between the Columbia Greenway
Rail trail and the norther part of the New Haven - Northampton canal,
particular the challenge between the river and Hampton Ponds, north of
which road options get much more comfortable.

135

Parks, Neighborhoods, Downtown, The Columbia Greenway, Schools,
Businesses, etc.

137

Northampton, eastHampton, stanley park, downtown Westfield, ma

138

Southampton Easthampton

139

None

141

Stanley Park Westfield State University New Horizon Bike Shop Roots
Fitness and Sports

142

Nature/Walking Trails Ponds/Natural bodies of water

143

Nothing specific

149

The Westfield River, the Norht side of town, getting across to Southampton
and the rail trails North of that.

150

Downtown Westfield hotels and restaurants

153

East Mt. Road

156

I don't walk to reach a destination. I walk my dogs and walk for the pleasure
of walking.

157

Downtown, rail trail, south middle school,

161

Ease of access to bathrooms or food off trail

167

Getting down to Westfield to ride the existing Columbia Greenway, and head
into Southwick.

171

None

172

Downtown/Elm Street

173

Downtown, the rail trail from Eastwood Acres.

17

ResponseID Response
175

I would like to be able to reach the bike trail but there is minimal access in
the South end of town. Access through 100 Acres rd would be awesome

179

Westfield Shops All Schools (esp WHS, Intermediate) Northhampton

181

I'd like to explore Westfield safely by bicycle. I hope to ride to and from
Westfield from Northampton someday.

182

any

183

Stanley Park, anyplace with a playground for my kids really

195

Stanley Park to Nortampton

198

Stanley Park Connecting to Manhan Trail to get to Northampton and beyond

199

Chad's Good Table restaurant on School St from Rail Trail, starting in CT.

206

I would like to be able to ride to New Haven.

209

I would like to have a safer way to reach the Columbia Greenway from my
home in the north side of Westfield.

211

I would like to be able to cross the intersection at the Mass Pike exit. This
would allow me to walk to my kids' school, or allow them to walk home if
needed after extracurricular activities.

213

Mostly the trail but also Stanley Park

214

I often bike recreationally from the Southampton line on the Manhan Rail
Trail, down to Arcadia Audubon Sanctuary, then make a loop back on the
Norwottuck trail in Northampton. I live in Westhampton, and would love to
see the Manhan extended down through Southampton to Westfield, as I also
bike sometimes on the Columbia Greenway, including down into CT. Thank
you for all the good work you do!

215

I would like to be able to bike from the current end of the Manhan Rail Trail
into Westfield.

223

Downtown Westfield. Stanley Park.

225

down town westfield/northampton

226

Stanley park

227

Manahan rail trail

228

Downtown Westfield, Southampton, Easthampton

18

ResponseID Response

229

Rollerblading is not allowed most places.

230

Southampton but not on route 10

232

Stanley Park, downtown Westfield

19

11. Where do you walk or bike where you are concerned about safety,
and why are you concerned? You may list multiple street segments,
intersections, or public spaces.

montgomery
main western roads

route
rt
biking

northwestfield
street

trailtraffic

elm
feel 0

bike
road
downtown
st

1

or

ride east busy walk

ResponseID Response
7

rt. 20/russell rd., north elm street/rt 202, & lloyds hill rd.

8

Downtown section of Columbia Bike Trail: lighting and some patrolling would
make me feel safer.

12

North Rd., Root Rd., Medeiros Way, Brickyard Rd.

13

Thew unfinished part of Western Avenue. All of Elm Street from downtown
to Southampton. Main Street to Wal-Mart

18

i never walk alone so have never felt unsafe.

19

Using Granville Road for walking to Stanley Park. Sidewalk going west to
Stanley Park needs serious repair.

21

I stay off high traffic roads. I bike West Silver St (post office to Noble
Hospital) occasionally. Rt 20 only west of Bates Rd out to Russell /
Huntington.

23

Wouldn't want to walk on the back trails of Stanley Park by myself because
I'd feel to isolated.

24

N. Elm Street

20

ResponseID Response
26

Russellville Road could be a decent bike route into Westfield with a bike
shoulder but is too busy/fast and the "share the road" sign really does
nothing. Route 10 has the space for bikes but is even worse in terms of
traffic. Wyben might be a pleasant option, if hilly, with a dedicated lane, but
it's a little too far from the Southampton Greenway.

28

Most roads in Westfield are not bike friendly. We can do better.

31

Russellville, Montgomery Rd, North Rd, Root Rd

33

Downtown main streets from Pochassic hill

34

Western Ave.

35

I stick to the rail trail or multi-use trails when riding my bike. I do not like to
share the road or ride the shoulder.

36

Bicycling downtown Park Square south bound, multiple lane crossing to
access Broad St or Main St Great River Bridges,,northbound to access
Montgomery Rd Great River Bridges southbound along Elm St to Orange St
getting trapped in right turn lane drivers ignoring hand signals Downtown
along Elm St close passes Rt 20 Franklin St and Russell Rd traffic speed and
close passes Shaker Rd and City View Blvd detour routes close passes by
heavy trucks, lack of warning signs for drivers for bicycle traffic Bicycle
parking downtown and Westfield Shops

39

North Elm Street — It's too wide and has no shoulder. People speed, the
sidewalks are incomplete and the crossings are unsafe.

42

Area around Depot Square/Great River Bridges. Traffic moves too fast,
drivers are inattentive, and wide roads make it stressful and dangerous for
anyone not in a car.

43

Any time on public roads. Drivers have become more distracted and angry in
the past couple of years. I've seen too much violence from drivers first hand.

44

Bike Trail. Other communities have reported safety issues

46

Biking across the Westfield river is the biggest obstacle because you're
forced into the center of town or over by home Depot where there is always
a lot of car traffic.

47

The gap in the rail trail from the existing Coloumbia Greenway to the
Easthampton line. Biking through the center of Westfield and along Rt
10/202 is not safe.

21

ResponseID Response
48

Downtown Westfield is horrible for biking - getting from the trail on East
Main Street to Court Street/Western Ave on a bike is difficult and feels very
dangerous. There is no safe bike accommodations going East/West in
Westfield.

50

Rt 20 east of town center

51

Most of 202 has a decent should to ride in, but coming down the 202 / north
elm hill just after the on/off ramp to the pike has no shoulder, and motorists
angry when they see cyclist on the rode

53

Southampton road a too busy for biking or walking

54

Towards the Westfield pike entrance, meadow street river walk, western
avenue (section from Westfield State towards Russell town border), Lloyd's
hill road

59

Public streets to congested

62

See #10. Lockhouse/Arch. Very dangerous to walk, narrow, narrow grassy
areas, lots of very fast trucks. Will need a crosswalk from Arch across Elm.
We'd like to walk to new businesses going up there.

65

Route 10 through Westfield

70

Its horrible riding into Westfield Ctr from the north.

72

East Main St.

78

Union Street.

79

I travel away from congested areas to ride my bike on less congested roads
(Montgomery, Chesterfield, Westhampton) or ride my mountain bike on legal
trails in the woods.

80

Between the black bridge crossing the Westfield River and Sackett str. there
is a section of bushes where someone could potentially hide. At night that
part of the trail doesn't feel very safe.

82

I'd enjoy being able to get to Easthampton by bike but the road routes are
not good for biking.

83

Don't feel unsafe.

84

Route 202

88

Rte. 202 from Women's Temperance Park to Arch Rd. (trying to connect to
Manhan Trail

22

ResponseID Response
91

Neighborhood

92

i would never walk alone where a trail goes through the woods and have
only occasionally walked the railtrail on my own. safety is in numbers (even if
we are only 2 or 3 walkers). when i have walked alone it almost doesn't
matter where i am on the railtrail that i feel uneasy. possibly having places
along the trail to automatically call into emergency services would help my
uneasiness. we live in a crazy world (or actually a world with some crazies in
it) and that's always in the back of my mind when i walk alone.

93

Western Avenue near the hospital Anywhere downtown not on the greenway
heading from the river north

96

Shaker Road Westfield MA

100

I have biked on Rte 20 to E Mountain Rd in order to close the Westfield gap,
and it was not ideal! At the very least, a crosswalk is needed at that
intersection, and regular street sweeping of the bike lane/paved shoulder on
Rte 20 would make it much less scary—there's broken glass, sandy/gravel
spots that make the lane unsafe.

101

downtown at night

102

I don't walk out of campus much

105

I'm not concerned about safety in Westfield

107

Downtown

109

N/a

116

Anywhere that is not on a bike path.

118

Route 10

121

Route 10/202; Intersection at Pike entrance; Root Rd and Lockhouse Rd. High
traffic zones, Sharing roads with trucks, narrow roads; Speeding!

123

Southampton Rd is too busy to travel to downtown on, hard to cross.

124

N/A

125

most areas in the center

128

Along Western Ave due to current road conditions; however, once Phase II of
the current project is complete I will feel safer and can use either the bike
lane or the multi-use trail all the way into the city center.

23

ResponseID Response
133

Main concern is the hill on 202 up to and across the Mass Pike, or if I head
east of the airport, traffic speeds on the narrow East Mountain Rd corridor,
and somewhat similar character of the Lockhouse Rd option.

135

For example, Western Avenue; Drivers drive far too fast, they are distracted,
and cyclists in the bike lane are taking a risk by being on the same, open
road.

137

Many rural roads in Westfield area are narrow without much of a shoulder.
Elm street in downtown is also hazardous to biking.

139

Don't care

141

Main Street Elm Street

143

Franklin Ave Russell Road area getting to the trail is a challenge. Very busy
streets

149

I ride on Western Ave., and that has become considerably safer, but still cars
go fast and there have been accidents. As .I head into town, it is very busy on
my bike

150

anywhere near 5 & 10

153

Route 9

156

If the bike trail is deserted it makes me uncomfortable. I was harassed by 4
teenagers who were drinking on the trail. This was just before the bridge
area.

157

Most streets on north side of town. Southampton Rd, east mountain rd,
Montgomery road, union st

161

Major intersections x 2. In southwick on rt 57 and the one in CT crossing very
busy and fast highway after leaving southwick

167

East Mountain road. I ride on part of it to get into Westfield, and it has no
shoulders - cars pass very close to bikes.

171

Side streets

172

After leaving (Columbia Greenway) trail (northbound) at Main Street. Looking
forward to downtown segment north of Main Street opening soon,

173

In my neighborhood

175

RT 10

24

ResponseID Response
179

Downtown,

181

Riding in streets with traffic.

182

Mostly ride the rail trail between Stop & Shop and Southwick, sometimes
into Granby.

183

Much of the area around my house has no sidewalks

186

We live on Wyben Rd. Cars speed constantly on North Rd/Wyben Rd/
Montgomery Rd. This makes it too dangerous to ride our bikes although we
do a 4 mile walk.

194

Accessing Chapman Park. Our street (William st) has no sidewalk beyond the
sons of Erin and there is heavy traffic on the street including countless
vehicles for the sons of Eric, commercial trucks making deliveries to sons of
Erin, on top of all the cars accessing apartments/condos on the north end of
William st and beyond.

195

Along the bridge over I90

203

east st. easthampton rt 141 " hendrick st "

206

Route 10 is terrible. There is no safe way to get from Westfield to
Springfield.

209

Main roads, such as 10 and 202, I avoid completely. Busy back roads, such as
Montgomery and Root/Lockhouse, do not feel safe due to lane width, lack of
shoulders and amount and speed of traffic.

211

I have occasionally walked on route 10 near Friendly's and Pikeside
Automotive and felt unsafe. The sidewalks end or switch sides and there are
not good crosswalks often.

213

The trail to Stanley Park

214

Would like to see the Norwottuck trail extended past Leedds, where it now
ends. Biking on Rte. 9 is pretty scary.

215

Biking on Rte. 9 west of where the Norwottuck trail ends in Leeds is pretty
scary.

216

Sackett Road is unsafe in many places, especially in winter when you can't
walk on the grass.

223

Granville Road. Western Avenue. Court Street

25

ResponseID Response
224

All of the streets in town because people don't pay attention when they
drive, and texting is a concern also. I used to feel safer on the streets. I love
on the north side of town.

225

southampton rd. / clay hill /north elm st.

226

N/A

228

Southampton road,

230

Southwick & Columbia Rail Trail

231

Montgomery Road/Pochassic St rotary near Elm St.

232

In Westfield, any place not on the rail trail doesn't feel safe. Specifically, City
View Blvd., where large truck traffic has recently been routed to, does not
have a shoulder for walking or biking.

26

12. Do you use the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail?
12% No or not much

47% Yes, sometimes

41% Yes, frequently

Value

Percent

Responses

Yes, sometimes

46.7%

70

Yes, frequently

41.3%

62

No or not much

12.0%

18
Totals: 150

27

13. If a trail connected from the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail north
past I-90 to Southampton Road, how would you use the trail? Select all
that apply.
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Value

Percent

Responses

Walking, running, or rolling

44.3%

66

Walking a pet

21.5%

32

Bike riding for recreation or fitness

85.2%

127

Bike commuting

20.1%

30

Biking for errands

22.8%

34

Nature experience / enjoy the scenery

57.0%

85

Tourism

28.2%

42

Would not use the trail

4.7%

7

Other (please specify)

4.0%

6

28

Other (please specify)

Count

I like to birdwatch while biking.

1

Skateboarding

1

To go out to eat in Westfield

1

Would not feel safe if it was on S'Hampton Rd. proper, too much traffic on

1

restaurants

1

to much traffic on Southampton RD area

1

Totals

6

29

14. What matters to you about the potential trail? Please rank your
answer.
Item

Overall
Rank

Rank
Distribution

No. of
Score Rankings

Opportunities to walk or ride fully
separated from cars (can’t see them).

1

594

127

Opportunities to access existing trails,
parks, or other open spaces.

2

570

120

Opportunities to rest or sit periodically
along the trail

3

356

97

The ability to run errands or commute to
work.

4

295

76

ADA accessibility

5

232

69

None of the above. I’m not interested.

6

85

29

Lowes
t Rank

Highe
st
Rank

30

15. Are you interested in traveling / taking your kids to Southampton Rd
Elementary School, Westfield Intermediate School, or Westfield High
School via a multiuse trail?

21% Yes

58% Not applicable
21% No

Value

Percent

Responses

Yes

21.2%

31

No

20.5%

30

Not applicable

58.2%

85
Totals: 146

31

16. Is there anything else you would like to share with the project team
that may not have been covered in the survey questions above?

connection existing
street
southampton northampton
north traffic rail ct
area
connect or westfield
ride
road
great
0 love

trail
bike

trails

access important
completed dangerous

ResponseID Response
7

exits/access to surrounding neighborhoods & cross streets to the trail?
would there be an exit to arch rd? how would this work with/around the
eventual mass pike exit/entrance redesign? would access from far east/west
rt. 20 to the columbia greenway be improved as well?

8

No explanation is given for the rankings in #14 above. Does 1 mean most
important (the interpretation I assumed) or least important? Also, clicking a
choice in the third question in #14 negates choices made in the fifth question.
Connection with Manhan and Bike trails north of there is something I look
forward to. Availability of convenient trail access parking will also be
important. I'm retired, so access for work commute is not applicable. Because
of the location of my street, use of a bike trail for errands is not an option
unless I want to ride on busy roads (not something I would do).

12

I would like to see the trail use the unused portion of the old railroad tracks
(the removed section with no tracks, there is little train traffic on the used
section in comparison with automotive traffic on the roads and it presents a
reasonable amount of scenery and peacefull areas.

13

Connection and coordination with Southampton to optimize the trail from
the Westfield River to the existing Manhan trail

16

The idea of connecting the CGRT to the greater Manhan Trail system would
be an economic boon to Westfield - if the city created and executed a
marketing plan to bring trail users to the city as they pass through the city.

32

ResponseID Response
19

Being able to walk from some designated rail trail location on the north side
of Westfield to some specific location in the town of Southampton.

21

I currently drive to Hampton Ponds plaza, park my car and bike to
Easthampton and their rail trail. I avoid the traffic north of the Westfield
River. It would be nice to have the Columbia Trail continue north even past
Barnes Airport.

27

Southampton Rd has to much traffic I don't think it would be safe to put in a
bike trail

28

Please get this done

34

I would love to ride my bike to work at Southampton Road School, however, I
have too much to carry in and out of school.

36

Time to replace Share The Road signs with Bicycles In Roadway and Bicycles
May Use Full Lane Signage Access to the roadway from the bike trail
requires a dismount and walk to negotiate the curb, East Silver St, Main St,
Taylor Ave, Thomas St. Awkward and dangerous, encourages sidewalk
riding.

40

This is a critical step in being able to safely travel from Williamsburg south
to New Haven (and beyond) by bike. I fully support it.

42

I am hoping that this connector is separated from the street, e.g. on a
dedicated, separated path, for the highest level of comfort and safety. This
will be especially important at the most southern end, at the CSX rail
track/Women's Temperance Park. I hope there is a way to tunnel under the
tracks like in Northampton, or some other high-quality solution.

44

Enjoy going south from Westfield and want to be able to go north!!!

47

I want to see the rail trail corridor completed from Northampton to New
Haven and this is an important piece of that.

50

I will likely not use the connector if it adds more than 10% to the distance of
existing street routes.

51

Nothing else I can think of to share.

59

A safer way to leave town for committing The hill by the turn pike is deadly
for a cyclist

60

I would very much like to bike north and connect with trails north of me!!

33

ResponseID Response
62

I answered this for myself but my husband bikes the finished trails once or
twice a week and he would love this. I would walk more often if we didn't
have to drive to a trail. We are at 110 Lockhouse, the new condos, right next
to Twiss.

65

It is very important that these connections be made for recreation,
environment, tourism, health, vitality of area.

68

Please remember to include porta-potties, as well as regular porta-potty
maintenance. Thank you!

70

Please invest the time and effort to create a first class trail that follows best
practices. "Paint is not infrastructure"

72

I grew up in Westfield but have been in Wisconsin for 40 years. We have
great biking trails around my town. I've enjoyed the Columbia Greenway
when visiting my Westfield brother.

78

Good luck planning this with the Boston/Albany line, train yard, turnpike, and
congested north side!

79

I am a Southampton resident and am very interested in making progress in
Southampton to help close the gap to Westfield. Thanks for pushing to help
make progress in Westfield!

80

no

82

Willingness to volunteer and donate.

83

Provide access to port-o-potty or other restrooms.

88

Would like to be able to ride from New Haven, CT to Northampton. The
completed New Haven and Northampton Canal Greenway will be of regional
and national significance for bike tourism. Locally, it will greatly increase
active transportation and healthy communities.

92

the railtrail is a beautifully maintained and easily accessible place to walk.
we are so lucky to have this resource! thank you for helping to provide this to
our community.

95

I so appreciate the continued expansion of the bike trail in Westfield!!

96

These trails are very good for the community and should be made a priority

97

I don't live in Westfield but do use the bike trail for recreational
biking...would love to have the ability to take longer rides to different
locations to tour the area.

34

ResponseID Response
98

Great Job, keep the momentum!

100

Thank you for doing this work! I can't wait for the gaps to be closed!! (Next,
please work on advocating for safer ways to get across the CT River!)

102

No

109

N/a

114

I ride recreationally and I would visit the area from Connecticut more
frequently with more bicycle routes available.

121

Not at this time!

125

Getting to Southampton is good . . . getting to Northampton is better . . .
getting to Boston is best

132

This could potentially connect us to Easthampton-Northampton rail trail,
breathing life like an artery into Westfield back-forth.

133

Isolated rail trails are great but tend to be on their own out in the woods and
unusable in winter. In contrast on-road lanes (or simply sufficient shoulder
space) functionality deconflict drivers and cyclists by meaning they are no
longer competing for the same narrow lane. And when there isn't a physical
barrier, the bike space gets plowed with the road. It's critically important
that bike traffic also match car traffic direction, road-adjacent bidirectional
lanes are extremely but deceptively DANGEROUS as they have all the classic
sidewalk riding hazards of cyclists arriving at a crossing street or drive at a
speed the drivers don't expect, but doing so from an unexpected direction as
well.

135

-Cross-walks: Please add a material (like a red brick) running diagonally
(perhaps raised above ground slightly, almost like a speed bump) running
from one side of the road to the other to indicate the area is for pedestrians
and cyclists. -Bike lanes: Separate road and cycling path/bike lanes using
either a different building material (raised), or with a protective barrier from
motor vehicles for cyclists. -Traffic calming: Narrow roads to lower
dangerous, motor vehicle speeds (can also be done by adding parking space
on the side of the road, or extending sidewalks/bikelanes/treelines) to
something much safer for pedestrians and cyclists. -Utilize skeletons of prior
railroad infrastructure and investigate where they can lead if we were to reappropriate them for bicycles.

137

There are rural roads in the Westfield HS section of the city. What about
making these roads more accommodating to bikes and vehicles? Simsbury,
CT has done this in the Collinsville section through west Simsbury.

139

No

35

ResponseID Response
141

There are serious flaws with the design of this survey. For the number
ranking scale (1-6) this is no hierarchy. Many of the question are phrased in
such a way that a accurate answer is impossible. For instance: I currently
bike for transportation and would do so much more frequently if conditions
improved. (a very common response, and there is no option for this response)
This is Toole Design, a world leader in planning for active transportation.
Let's do better next time.

142

I am hopeful the trail north will offer some scenic vistas, as the already
completed section does.

143

Concern is about level of maintenance the City of Westfield Iwould be
required to provide and where those funds come from? What it has currently
isn't even maintained.

149

We have tremendous opportunities in Westfield to create greater
accessibility to recreation and school. commerce, faith for everyone if we
invest in a safe multi-use path system.

150

There are big tourist dollars to be had by completing a safe and beautiful
THROUGH ARTERY between the Westfield Esplanade and Coleman Road in
Southampton. I work for a 30 year old five star tour group that would book
rooms a dozen at a time in downtown Westfield, with guests eating dinner in
downtown restaurants when this is completed. No pleasant through artery,
no bookings. If a safe, scenic, and pleasant THROUGH ARTERY is created,
capillaries can be establish to connect to schools and neighborhoods.

153

M looking forward to being able to get to Northampton safely on my bike.

165

This is a great idea.

172

Question 14: my answers ranked 1 is doesn't matter, 6 is matters the most.
Poor construction without instruction, :-) Really would like new Trail
segment away from Rt. 10/202. I would really like the trail to co-exist with
live tracks north of river and continue north along live and abandoned rail.
Plenty of points along that section south of North Road to place feeder
paths to neighborhoods and school rather than re-route the path away from
the rail line. I would never use the trail along the highway because I won't
ride in traffic!

173

We need an east-west connection to the rail trail. We should be trying to
bring riders and walkers from West Springfield to spend money on drinks
and snacks in Downtown Westfield. Eastwood Acres needs safe nonmotorized access to downtown. this could be done with a badly needed
pathway along Union Street. I see so many pedestrians and bicyclists taking
their lives in their hands trying to make their way along Union Street to and
from route 20.

36

ResponseID Response
175

Access on the South end of town (South of the Little River is severely
restricted. The trail is of absolutely no use to most of us.

179

This is so great - thanks for making Westfield a more bike-friendly
community

180

I strongly support the rails-with-trails approach here. I've biked the full
length of the Farmington Canal Trail multiple times and the Westfield gap is
always tied with Plainville, CT, as the worst part of the trail. Even if a
protected bikeway were put in along Route 10, it would still be unpleasant
compared to the bucolic rail trail. That said, I DO strongly support protected
bike infrastructure on Route 10--I just don't think it's the best spot for the
trail. Let's build both! Rails with trails have been built around the country
(check out the recent Maybrook Trailway in NY) and I would like to see one
built here in Western MA. Following the railroad also has the advantage of
avoiding the steep grades of Route 10 and having to cross highway ramps
(super dangerous).

181

I would like to see communities work together to promote bicycle tourism in
western Massachusetts.

182

None. You guys are doing a good job.

186

The extension of existing trails would be fantastic.

190

I frequently ride the trail North from CT to the present end in Westfield.
When finished I would ride to points north including Northampton.

199

Trail construction/maintenance to date is excellent!!!

203

why connect to rt 10? why not root rd, low traffic option which may connect
(brickyard) with proposed southampton multi-use trail/

208

People should have to have an IQ test to be allowed on the bike trail.

209

Thanks for working on this. The best route to avoid traffic would be
Montgomery to Russellville to Cabot to Root to Brickyard to reach the
proposed extension of the Manhan Rail Trail in Southampton.

212

I would love to see a rail trail that connects New Gaven to Maine via
Westfield. The existing trail is awesome and any extension would be
welcomed.

37

ResponseID Response
215

As an older, but still biking person, regular benches, and occasional
bathrooms, (or portapotties) are much appreciated. I recently saw toilets at
Channel Islands National Park that did not use water, but had small solar
panels for fans, I presume. They were very tidy, and odor-free, and did not
require plumbing. (Important in winter, right?) Thank you for the work that
you do!

216

I live in a more rural part of Westfield and do not have any businesses near
me to walk to. Walking/bike trails do not help me at all.

224

I would love the opportunity to connect to the manhan rail trail.

225

The Southampton Rd. /Clay hill/ north elm St. area is a dangerous area to
ride a bicycle and walk.I live near the Southampton Rd. school and bike this
route everyday and have had some close calls with cars .

227

I'm a Landscape Architect with NY DOT. I will be administering a project to
plan a Shared Use Path. The survey was an excellent idea. I have ridden a
bike New Haven to - Amherst 2x. Connection would be great. My email is
Richard.gass@dot.ny.gov. I have questions and other comments.

229

Traffic is always a concern to people on the trail .

230

YES. What about Lockhouse Road (e.g., Arm Brook Park, etc.) to
Southampton or some other pathway other than busy highway Rt 10/202?

38

Report for Westfield Multiuse Trail
Connector: Survey #2
Response Counts
Completion Rate:

100%
Complete

173
Totals: 173

52
1 3 .0 0
44
1 5 .0 0
36
1 7 .0 0
28
1 9 .0 0
20
2 1 .0 0
12
2 3 .0 0
04
2 4 .0 0
96
2 6 .0 0
88
2 8 .0 0
80
3 0 .0 0
72
3 2 .0 0
64
3 4 .0 0
56
3 6 .0 0
48
3 8 .0 0
40
4 0 .0 0
32
4 2 .0 0
24
4 4 .0 0
16
4 6 .0 0
08
4 8 .0 0
00
4 9 .0 0
92
5 1 .0 0
84
5 3 .0 0
76
5 5 .0 0
68
5 7 .0 0
60
5 9 .0 0
52
.0
0

11

Percent

1. What is your zip code?
80

60

40

20

0

2. Please give us your feedback based on the Evaluation Criteria 1-3 (as
described above) as they apply to Route Alternatives A & C. Evaluation
Criteria 4 & 5, Constructability and Environmental/Permitting Impacts,
are being evaluated by the engineering team and City without public
input. Please rank the following three criteria according to importance
to you. You may rank the criteria the same.
1 - low or no
importance

2 - some
importance

3 - high
importance

27
16.7%

72
44.4%

63
38.9%

162

Safety
Count
Row %

2
1.2%

18
11.0%

143
87.7%

163

User Experience
Count
Row %

9
5.6%

52
32.3%

100
62.1%

161

Multimodal Connectivity to
Community Destinations
Count
Row %

Totals
Total Responses

Responses

163

3. Please evaluate how well you think Route A meets the evaluation
criteria.
21 - does barely
not meet meets
criteria
criteria

3partially
meets
criteria

4mostly
meets
criteria

5 - fully
meets
criteria

7
4.4%

10
6.3%

42
26.6%

60
38.0%

39
24.7%

158

Safety
Count
Row %

8
5.0%

11
6.9%

28
17.6%

79
49.7%

33
20.8%

159

User Experience
Count
Row %

11
7.0%

9
5.7%

37
23.6%

64
40.8%

36
22.9%

157

Multimodal
Connectivity to
Community
Destinations
Count
Row %

Totals
Total Responses

Responses

159

4. Please evaluate how well you think Route C meets the evaluation
criteria.
21 - does barely
not meet meets
criteria
criteria

3partially
meets
criteria

4mostly
meets
criteria

5 - fully
meets
criteria

27
17.0%

25
15.7%

59
37.1%

34
21.4%

14
8.8%

159

Safety
Count
Row %

40
25.2%

34
21.4%

48
30.2%

27
17.0%

10
6.3%

159

User Experience
Count
Row %

51
32.1%

37
23.3%

42
26.4%

16
10.1%

13
8.2%

159

Multimodal
Connectivity to
Community
Destinations
Count
Row %

Totals
Total Responses

Responses

159

5. Based off the criteria important to you and your evaluation above,
please select with route is your preferred alternative:
17% Route C

83% Route A

Value

Percent

Responses

Route A

83.0%

127

Route C

17.0%

26
Totals: 153

6. Please tell us more about what makes the route your preferred
alternative.

street access intersection
road springdale high
st
saferarea
or

traffic

route

roads
ride 0
trail bike union direct
areas scenic north safe
dangerous connects

7. Share your thoughts about what would make the preferred
alternative a trail you want to use. These could be general or specific to
particular locations. Consider answering these questions: What part(s)
of the route are you most excited about? What amenities do you want to
see? What are your concerns? Are their pieces of your preferred
alternative you think should be routed differently?

connect
concern excited montgomery

traffic

trail bike

route

area
path
arm
bridge
dam 0
city
busy or
road north
areas safety brook access
neighborhoods
concerns

8. What race or ethnicity do you most strongly identify with?
100

80

Percent

60

40

20

0
Asian or Pacific
Islander

Latinx or
Hispanic

Value

Native
American or
Alaskan Native

White or
Caucasian

Other (please
specify)

Prefer not to
say

Percent

Responses

Asian or Pacific Islander

0.6%

1

Latinx or Hispanic

3.0%

5

Native American or Alaskan Native

0.6%

1

80.6%

133

3.0%

5

13.3%

22

White or Caucasian
Other (please specify)
Prefer not to say

9. What is your gender identity?
11% Prefer not to say

38% Female

51% Male

Value

Percent

Responses

Female

38.0%

62

Male

50.9%

83

Prefer not to say

11.0%

18
Totals: 163

10. What is your age?
4% 75 or older

1% Under 18
2% 18-24

12% 65-74

15% 25-34

20% 55-64

23% 35-44

23% 45-54

Value

Percent

Responses

Under 18

1.2%

2

18-24

1.8%

3

25-34

15.3%

25

35-44

23.3%

38

45-54

22.7%

37

55-64

19.6%

32

65-74

12.3%

20

3.7%

6

75 or older

Totals: 163

APPENDIX B
Desktop Review and Field Observations from
Existing Conditions Assessment
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MEMORANDUM OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
December 17, 2021
City of Westfield Multiuse Trail Connector Feasibility Study

Feasibility Study Purpose
The purpose of this feasibility study is to determine a recommended alignment for a multiuse trail connector
extending from the existing Columbia Greenway Rail Trail north to Southampton Road (Route 10 / 202) and a
shared use path that is currently under design by the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT)
along Southampton Road. The MassDOT path will eventually connect north to the proposed Southampton
Greenway and through that to the existing Manhan Rail Trail in Easthampton / Northampton and to the Mass
Central Rail Trail. These connections form an expanding regional trail network that supports safe, comfortable
walking and biking.

Goals
The goals of the study are to determine a recommended alignment that:





Fills a multimodal gap between the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail and proposed Southampton Rail Trail
Provides a safe, universally accessible corridor for recreation, tourism, and work commutes
Increases equitable access to services, schools, open spaces, and other points of interest
Contributes to reduced carbon emissions by providing active transportation options

Study Area
The project study area
encompasses approximately 2.5
square miles in the City of
Westfield, MA. As shown in Figure
1, the study area is bounded by
Westfield Intermediate School and
Southampton Road Elementary
School to the north, Southampton
Road (Route 10/202, north of I-90)
and Springdale Road (south of I-90)
to the east, the Westfield River to
the south, and Montgomery Road to
the west.
Typical transportation composition
in the study area includes
passenger vehicles, trains, and
PVTA buses. Railways are owned
by Pioneer Valley Railroad and
CSX. The PVTA bus route B23

Figure 1 The study area is outlined by the orange box.

runs between Holyoke Community College and Transportation Center and Westfield Center along Main Street,
Union Street, Elm Street and up through North Elm Street to Southampton Road on average once per hour.

Desktop Research
This section includes information collected from a desktop review of existing plans and data. Field observations
and information gleaned from public outreach are detailed in their own sections.

Existing and Planned Connections for Walking and Biking
The City of Westfield Engineering Department is working with the Massachusetts Department of Transportation
(MassDOT) to pursue a number of projects to increase safety and comfort for people walking and biking. The
projects listed and mapped below in Figure 2 include shared use paths and are in early to late stages of design.
Construction plan documentation for each of these projects is located on the City’s Active Projects page:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Southampton Road Improvements (Route 10/US 202)
Westfield River Esplanade
Westfield River Levee Path
Columbia Greenway Rail Trail
Western Avenue Shared Use Path
Court Street Shared Use Path

Figure 2 Existing and planned shared use paths, transit, and rail

Each project listed above was reviewed as part of this feasibility study to better understand current and proposed
walking and biking routes that will form a connected network within Westfield.

2

Southampton Road Improvements (Route 10/US 202)
Of the reviewed projects listed above, the Southampton Road Improvements plans are relevant to understanding
MassDOT’s intentions for the intersection of Southampton Road and the entrance to the intermediate and
elementary schools. The plans widen the west side sidewalk into a shared use path and add a crosswalk with
warning signage across Southampton Road, where the lanes appear to be narrowed with restriping. A pair of bus
stops are also proposed just south of the intersection.

Related Planning Initiatives
Toole Design reviewed the 2018-2025 City of Westfield Open Space and Recreation Plan to understand wider
City goals for trails and open space and to learn more about any related planning initiatives. Goals listed include
connecting blocks of open space and developing an intermodal city-wide transportation network. Specifically, the
Plan lists developing connections to the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail as a high priority action and connecting to
neighborhoods and destinations with marked bicycle routes as a medium priority action. Exploring a greenway
trail extension north of Westfield River is listed as a low priority action, which may be due to its inherent
complexities in comparison to other projects.
Toole Design also reviewed the 2015 report, Westfield MA: A City for Walking and Biking, which was completed
by students at Westfield State University on behalf of the City Bicycle and Pedestrian Planning Advisory
Committee. This report concludes that Westfield residents indicate support for creating more and safer walking
and biking options, but the recommendations within the report generally focus on downtown Westfield.

Existing Walking and Biking Activity in Westfield
While no formal inventory exists for walking and biking routes in Westfield, data made available via Strava
heatmaps helps to form a picture of where most walking and biking activity is located.
Pedestrian Activity per Strava Heatmap
The brighter yellows and whites in Figure 3 below indicate that higher amounts of pedestrian activity occur on:
A. Montgomery Street
B. Prospect Street, particularly near the intersection
with Montgomery Street
C. Notre Dame Street
D. Union Street
E. Neighborhood streets near Westfield
Intermediate School and Southampton Road
Elementary School
F. Elm Street near Westfield River
It is notable that pedestrian activity is reduced near I90 versus near the river. Meanwhile, a minor amount
of activity can be observed along the railway under I90, and pedestrian activity can be observed through
various open spaces, such as Arm Brook Reservoir.
Figure 3 Higher pedestrian activity is indicated by brighter yellows and whites.

3

Biking Activity per Strava Heatmap
The brighter yellows and whites in Figure 4 indicate
that higher amounts of cyclist activity occur on:
A. Montgomery Street
B. Elm Street along its full length
C. Southampton Road
Union Street, Prospect Street, Pochassic Street,
and Holyoke Road also appear active, though to a
slightly reduced degree compared to the bulleted
locations.
In comparison with the pedestrian map in Figure 3,
less bicycle activity is observed in Figure 4 on
neighborhood streets than on collectors and
Figure 4 Higher cyclist activity is indicated by brighter
arterials, which stands to reason given that
yellows and whites.
recreational cyclists generally follow longer routes.
However, people on bikes are clearly accessing
open spaces to some degree. Montgomery Street stands out as an important connection for both users.

Vehicle & Transit Operations: Road Safety
Figure 5 summarizes 2016-2021
MassDOT crash data for all road
users, which includes hundreds
of crashes at varying severity.
The data is shown as a heat
map, where crashes are
weighted more if they resulted in
injury and most if they resulted in
death. High heat locations are
primarily located along North Elm
Street, including at the
intersection of North Elm Street
and Pochassic Street and North
Elm Street with Notre Dame
Street. Southampton Road and
the I-90 interchange area is a
high crash location. Notably,
enough severe crashes have
occurred at Holyoke Road and
Springdale Road that MassDOT
Figure 5 Hot spots for all crashes, including motor vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian
designated the intersection a Top
200 Intersection Crash Location for 2015-2017. Finally, there were several crashes located along Union Street,
including at the intersection with Springdale Road, and some on I-90. The surrounding residential streets tend to
have few crashes, and crash incidence tends to be less clustered outside of North Elm Street and Union Street.

4

Vulnerable User Crashes
The map in Figure 6 shows only
the crashes from 2016 - 2021
that involved vulnerable roadway
users: pedestrians and people on
bikes. In total, there were two
non-injury crashes, 15 injury
crashes and one fatal crash
(along Notre Dame Street) in the
study area since 2016. Crashes
were primarily located along
North Elm Street and
Southampton Road, with some
on Union Street and Montgomery
Street as well.

Cultural Resources

Figure 6 Hot spots for vulnerable users, pedestrians and cyclists, only

The map in Figure 7 shows
cultural landmarks, including
Massachusetts Historical
Commission points and areas,
libraries, and school. The map
also shows 2020 Environmental
Justice Communities with data
from the US Environmental
Protection Agency. Communities
where the income is not more
than 65% of the statewide
median are located around I-90
and in downtown Westfield.
Communities where minorities
comprise 40% of more of the
population are located north and
south of Westfield River.
Communities where minorities
comprise 25% or more of the
population and the annual
median household income does
not exceed 150% of the annual
Figure 7 Cultural landmarks and demographics
statewide median income are
located south of Westfield River
and downtown.

5

Zoning in the Study Area
The zoning in the study area is shown in Figure 8, simplified to large categories for clarity. This area is largely split
between residential (mostly single-family) and industrial, with commercial uses located along Elm Street north of
the river and downtown. The trail may run along or connect to the following streets and categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Montgomery Street is almost exclusively residential, with dense single-family housing lining the road
Southampton Road includes residential and limited commercial near I-90 and more industrial use further
north
North Elm Street near the river is largely industrial with some commercial
Union Street is majority residential with some commercial and limited industrial
Springdale Road is primarily residential
Westfield Industrial Park north of Holyoke Road is all industrial

Figure 8 Zoning in the study area
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Environmental Resources
An initial review of environmental resources and constraints is mapped in Figure 9 and will be relevant to a later
assessment of needed permits for the recommended alternative. The maps include data from the Natural
Heritage & Endangered Species Program (NHESP) database, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection (MassDEP), and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
No natural communities of conservation interest are located within the study area, though a natural community of
pitch pine/scrub oak is located nearby on I-90. No Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs) are located
within the study area either, but there are several estimated habitats for rare species, especially located along the
Westfield Riverbed and in and surrounding the wetlands just west of Southampton Road. There are also priority
habitats of rare species as well as certified vernal pools surrounding the wetlands to the northeast of the project
area and located along the Westfield River. Finally, the flood zones, classified in Zone A and subject to inundation
by the 1-percent-annual-chance flood event, are located toward the south of the study area, bordering the
Westfield River and concentrated in the Westfield Center area, covering large portions of Union Street and Elm
Street.

Figure 9 Environmental resources and flood areas

While flood zone permitting processes apply, clarity is needed on whether this portion of the Westfield River is
subject to any specific designations; it does not currently appear to be subject to Chapter 91 jurisdiction.
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Hazardous Waste Sites
Hazardous waste sites and public
water supplies are mapped to see
whether mitigation or protection may
be necessary as part of a trail
alternative. Within the study area,
though not necessarily on potential
trail routes, there are six MassDEP
regulated facilities, including large
quantity generators of EPA/RCRA
regulated MA-regulated hazardous
waste and quantity toxic users. Five
sites with Activity and Use Limitation
(AUL) filings are also located in the
study area, but whether these fall
within potential trail routes will be
evaluated in the next phase of work.
Of the public water supply points, one
appears near Springdale Road, a
potential route alternative.

Figure 10 Hazardous waste sites and public water supply

Utilities
Utilities shown in Figure 11 include
inlets, manholes, utility poles and
storm gravity main lines. These
locations will be referenced as part
of trail alternatives development and
feasibility analysis, as utilities are
constraints in the right-of-way that
drive design choices and costs.

Figure 11 Inlets, manholes, storm mains, and utility poles
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Field Observations
Toole Design staff visited the study area on October 29, 2021 and toured the area with City of Westfield staff
before exploring various streets and destinations in detail. The proposed trail generally must make a north-south
connection between the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail and Southampton Road. However, different options exist
for routing the trail northwest to east, mostly north to east, and east to north before meeting the intersection of
Southampton Road and the schools. Toole Design staff explored various directional options and have provided
observations on cross sections, opportunities and constraints, and destinations for those options below.
It is important to note that one potential option was not explored in detail – a route following North Elm Street from
Westfield River northeast to Southampton Road. This route would be the shortest distance between the starting
and ending points of the project. However, the City has invested in infrastructure to increase vehicular capacity
along North Elm Street, and to incorporate a shared use path would require significant investment in a large traffic
study and road diet that likely removes a travel lane.
For brevity, observations are noted on aerials exported from the Westfield online GIS viewer, and some
accompanying photos are provided. Aerial extents are highlighted in Figure 12 below. Some locations are shown
and described in greater detail than others due to the extent of constraints in those locations.

Figure 12 Key map for aerials shown on pages 10-14.
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Westfield River North to Pochassic Street
All options will connect to the Columbia Greenway Rail Trail across a former railroad bridge turned pedestrian and
bicycle bridge across the Westfield River. From the bridge, the trail may head either north toward CSX-owned
railroad tracks or east through Women’s Temperance Park. If routed east, the trail may continue north along Elm
Street or east toward Union Avenue. Additional width for a trail on Elm Street will need to be identified during the
alternatives evaluation. Toole Design and City staff discussed the possibility of removing a travel lane in the
roadway. The Union Avenue option would be part of an east-running alternative. See page 13 for existing
conditions in this direction.

Images referenced in plan, from left to right:
A. The crosswalk across Elm Street may not be visible enough given 40-foot street width, 3 lanes, and observed
high vehicle speeds. MassDOT does not maintain traffic data for this portion of Elm Street to confirm volume.
B. Pochassic / Elm intersection and view south on Elm Street. If a lane is removed up to this intersection versus
to Old Pochassic Street, this will impact intersection operations.
C. Historic arch provides a unique experiential and viewing opportunity under Pochassic Street.
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Railyard & Montgomery Street
This area is highly constrained due to the railyard. It will be necessary to evaluate whether a route should follow
the rail line at-grade or somehow transition upslope whether to Montgomery Street or along a retaining wall and a
steep vegetated bank.

Images referenced in plan, from left to right:
A. View up Pochassic Street to the bridge over the railyard. The grade is steep and right-of-way is limited.
B. As seen in the left of the picture, the railyard is lined by a granite retaining wall topped by dense
vegetation that heads up a steep slope. It may be possible to run a trail on one side of the railyard or to
route the trail up to and on top of the wall. A switchback up to the Pochassic Street bridge is also an
option.
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Montgomery Street/Railroad to Powdermill Brook Reservoir
Through this area, the trail could run northwest along Montgomery Street until turning north before Westfield High
School. Or, the trail could run more directly north along the railroad tracks, pending discussions with Pioneer
Valley Railroad.

Images referenced in plan, from left to right:
A. The City owns this parcel with a driveway heading back behind Prospect Hill Apartments, an affordable
housing development, toward the railroad tracks. Beyond the driveway is dense vegetation running steeply
downhill toward a retaining wall next to the tracks.
B. Looking south along Montgomery Street from Powder Mill Road, typical conditions on this end of the street
include utility poles on the north side (left in the image) and trees in lawn next to a sidewalk on the south side.
C. This gated dam runs through Powdermill Brook Reservoir, a dry reservoir area currently used by mountain
bikers.
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Connections Across I-90 to End Point
Whether exiting from Powdermill Brook Reservoir or following the rail line, I-90 can be crossed with the rail line
underpass or with Lockhouse Road after following Twiss Street. An eastern connection over I-90 with
Southampton Road is discussed on page 14.

Images referenced in plan, left to right from top:
A. Pioneer Valley Railroad underpass at I-90
B. Underpass at Lockhouse Road as seen standing
across from Westfield Dog Bark entry
C. Arm Brook Reservoir and dam

D. Kittredge Drive and Barbara Street at the entry to
Arm Brook Reservoir between two homes
E. Gate between neighborhood and Westfield
Intermediate School driveway
F. Ending point at Southampton Road
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Eastern Route
While the conditions described above all affect north to northwest route options, an entirely separate route will be
evaluated in the alternatives analysis. This route would run east from Women’s Temperance Park along Union
Street and north up Springdale Road and through Westfield Industrial Park before reaching Southampton Road
across I-90. Unless an open space adjunct to Springdale Road could be incorporated, this route is wholly on-road.

Plan images, left to right from top:
A. Union Street connects through
residential and industrial zones, with
sidewalks disappearing further east.
B. Springdale Road starts on its
southern end with a 1/3 mile long hill
with steep side slopes. Springdale
flattens out as it connects through neighborhoods.
C. Drivers speed along Holyoke Road through the Holyoke/Springdale intersection, a potential safety issue for a
trail crossing at this location.
D. Railroad tracks and large trucks are present through Westfield Industrial Park.
E. The crossing over I-90 includes a concrete median due to structural damage to pillars underneath.
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